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1. Introduction 

 
“Small things are always at the root of big things and big moments in history” 

“The intellectual process where all of us have been engaged in [is] a struggle to discover who we 

are, both individually and collectively” 

O. Senior, interview with H. Simpson 2008, p. 12. 

 

The Caribbean Islands with their culture, history and nature represent a great interest for 

research: their profoundly beautiful nature would not easily become a paradise for any nation, 

their history reminds of a patchwork quilt, united but so different in various areas. As Peter 

Hulme writes, the Caribbean history is “a desperate story of trauma and adaptation” (Hulme, 

2001:297). 

Jamaica is fascinating as a country, where the colonial legacy is still alive as the social 

hierarchy and the Christian ethics and where the cultural identity of people is actively negotiated 

and being developed. The Rastafari movement that has spread around the world as an ideology 

of peace and spirituality appeared in Jamaica. Apart from that, Jamaica is also a homeland of 

many talented writers who tell a story of the Subaltern, who shift the angle from the white British 

conqueror to the Creole, colonized, then liberated but still in quest of the self-definition and 

identity. 

Olive Senior (b. 1941) is a prominent Jamaican writer, the author of several collections of 

short stories and poetry, as well as non-fictional books such as Working Miracles: Women’s 

Lives in the English-speaking Caribbean and I-Z of Jamaican Heritage. Senior’s first collection 

Summer Lightning and Other Stories has been examined in this paper. The book tells the stories 

of those “who have stayed” (Donnell, 1999:126), simple inhabitants of a rural Jamaica. The 

problems, doubts and emotions of the young adolescent protagonists reflect the quest for the 

cultural identity of the Jamaican society. 

In this paper, I will discuss the projector principle that I believe characterizes Senior’s 

manner of writing, where a tiny detail can shed light on the state of a character’s identity and 

where an individual problem can expose a cultural issue. The projector principle will reveal the 
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many levels of meaning the author puts in her texts, as well as expose the author’s attitude to the 

acute issue of obtaining a self-standing cultural identity in the contexts of the half-lost 

indigenous and the half remained colonial in Jamaica. Thus to see the complexity of Senior’s 

fiction it is important to delve into Jamaica’s postcolonial reality and its past. 

 

1.1 The historical and cultural context of postcolonial Jamaica  

 

In Dubois and Devoize’s interview, Olive Senior claims: “we [Jamaicans] do have this talk of 

historical consciousness. I don't think it will ever go away because this is central to the 

Caribbean identity” (2003). It seems only reasonable that the reader should have a basic 

comprehension of the Jamaican historical and cultural background that forms the settings of 

Summer Lightning and Other Stories. 

The story of Jamaica, as a part of the Caribbean history, has long been a military and 

political story of Great Britain, its success, its project – “a history of British adventure” with 

creoles only in the background (Drayton, 2011:35). Therefore the history of Jamaica has started 

without Jamaicans themselves as active participants. The West African beliefs were not erased – 

they were just not voiced (Barrett, 2001:7) and the power center has been somewhere else (Hall, 

2001:282-83). The trauma lies not only in the slavery but also in the transportation. According to 

the West African beliefs, dead ancestors are connected to the land of the burial as helpful spirits 

protecting their living relatives. Still luxurious funerals with expensive coffins characterize 

Jamaica’s devotion to the burial tradition (Paul, 2007:143). Transported to Jamaica, West 

Africans were deprived of the spiritual help and felt unprotected. The loss of freedom, land and 

ancestors is the beginning of the Jamaican history that is also inseparable from the history of 

religion on the island (Hall, 2001:289). 

Christianity is the largest religion in Jamaica represented by such institutions as the 

Church of God and Prophecy, the Seventh-day Adventist, the Baptist or Moravian churches. 

Christianity settled in Jamaica with two major waves. While the African people were in slavery, 

the colonizers were not willing to share their religion with the “savages” and questioned their 

intellectual and spiritual capacity. The first wave occurred at the beginning of the 18th century, 

when nonconformist Christian institutions, such as those listed above, managed to attract many 

Africans (Barrett, 2001:17-18) who adopted their beliefs through baptism. The second significant 
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wave of Christianity was Native, or Black, or Ethiopian (as the Promised Land considered to be 

Ethiopia) Church of Baptism that was brought and adapted by African Americans in 1783 

(Erskine, 2007:110). In the first wave, Christianity was an alien Western concept. In the second 

wave, it was already a product of a proper African understanding of the subject, its 

reinterpreting, retelling and rebelieving. It was brought by the African priest George Liele and 

included the West African tradition of Myal, the religious dancing and healing (Erskine, 

2007:108). Its God was not already “white”, yet the root of the religion still lay in the West. 

When British missionaries first came to Jamaica in 1814, the altered Christianity had already 

been accepted by the majority. 

Jamaica saw the raise of the “Back to Africa” movement in the beginning of the 19th 

century. Many attempts were taken to return to the motherland, but it appeared to be no Africa of 

the 17th century “waiting for its sons and daughters” (Hall, 2001:289) with its untouched tribal 

traditions. It was clear that there is no home to return to any longer. 

The 1960s were decisive for Jamaica in forming its own cultural identity (Hall, 

2001:289). A tradition of Rastafari(anism), aroused in the 30s, became popular. Its religious 

content is based on the Old Testament: Ja is Jehova (Jahve), Moses is African, the Jamaicans are 

the chosen people deprived of the Promised Land, Ethiopia, that they reminisce about. It is 

opposed to and rejects the Western culture, a metaphorical Babylon. Even the suffix “–ism” in 

the name of the movement is often omitted and disapproved of Rastafarians as it reminds of the 

Western way to name the concepts. However, Rastafari is often seen as a cultural movement 

celebrating peace and freedom rather than a religious movement. 

Even though the Jamaican history now is first and foremost about the rise of the 

Jamaicans’ sense of freedom and their idea of cultural identity, it is still built according to the 

principle of the Whig history, or “The Great Man” history1 inherited from Great Britain. Its 

profound national heroes were often promoted and approved by the government as the 

appropriate national symbols; some “Great men”, perhaps, unconsciously stuck to the Western 

when shaping the indigenous. For instance, Garvey, the ideologist of the Baptist church 

                                                 
1 Whig History is a history focused on one nation. It describes the past as an inevitable road to what is found in the 

present. Such history is usually based on the biographies of famous politicians or military men without a space for 

other prospects on the events. (more detailed information can be found in Drayton , 2011:29-30). 
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movement, inaugurated African nobilities as “Earl of the Congo” or “Baron of the Zambezi” 

(Drayton, 2011:36-38). Governmental institutions, the school and the church, are still the 

legacies of the Occident. Thus in all spheres of life a trace of the colonial order can be read. The 

question is, if the Western legacy is already an inseparable part of the Jamaican culture or an 

obstacle in embracing – and first of all finding – the indigenous identity. Here it is important to 

underline that I see the usage of the word “indigenous”, or “authentic”, as problematic and 

ambiguous in the context of this work in particular and in the Afro-Caribbean context in general. 

Since the history of Jamaica started with slavery and imposition of colonialism, where can the 

indigenous Jamaican be found? Can the Rastafarianism, based on the Old Testament, be 

considered indigenous Jamaican? However important it would seem to avoid a simple binary 

“colonizer-colonized” or “colonial-indigenous”, there is a need to find a word for not-purely-

colonial, not-completely-Christian features of culture and cultural identity. The reason is that 

such binaries most probably exist in the minds of the Jamaican people as it can be seen from the 

book. The characters of Summer Lightning often choose between the supposed binaries and 

therefore these binaries cannot be ignored. Thus here the words “indigenous” and “authentic” 

represent something the Jamaicans can contradistinguish to purely Western concepts, mostly 

their West-African cultural and spiritual heritage. Using the words “indigenous” and “authentic” 

helps represent the struggle of the characters for their own identity, illustrate the choices they 

make. Olive Senior also mentions the “contradiction” between “European values versus 

indigenous values rooted in Africa” that exists in the minds (interview with Rowell, 1988:481-

82). At the same time, it is taken for granted in this work that the Jamaican context is far more 

complex than a mere existence of two binaries. 

Returning to the overview of the historical context, it is seen that Jamaica today is a 

mixture of the legacy of colonial slavery, the postcolonial promise of European welfare and a 

Christian paradise, an echo of the American dream, the remains of indigenous African and 

reinvention of presumed African. It is indeed a rich and controversial field for the identity 

formation, cultural as well as individual. 

It is not stated clearly what time period is represented in Summer Lightning. Olive Senior 

confesses that the book is partly biographical and is a reaction on her childhood’s experiences 

and emotions (interview with Devoize & Dubois, 2008). As the author was born in 1941 in a 

Jamaican village and her protagonists are mostly young adolescents, most probably, the setting is 
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rural Jamaica of the beginning of the 50s. Olive Senior characterizes Jamaica of her youth with 

the strict Victorian upbringing of girls, respectability as a major aim and hierarchy based on race 

and wealth (interview with Devoize & Dubois 2008). 

 

The aim of many Jamaican writers has become to illuminate Jamaica’s current situation 

and how its future is based on its complicated past. During the migration boom in the 1950s, 

many Caribbean (including Jamaican) men managed to travel on a scholarship trail to study in 

Great Britain or the USA. During their education they were introduced to the Western 

Postcolonial theories and ideas and, having obtained a voice, they wrote for an international 

audience. However, male writers were mostly concentrated on the theme of exile where the 

typical character was an educated immigrant (Donnell, 1999:126). As the female writers have 

obtained their voice over the last four decades, they have made themselves heard on the 

international literary arena. Michelle Cliff, Erna Brodber, Louise Bennett Coverley, Olive Senior 

– all speak from a position of double marginalization, by race and gender. 

The writers get involved in portraying the Jamaican identity by different means. For 

many, recalling of the authentic and voicing it in art has become vital in the 20th century. For 

instance, ananse, or anansi, a sly, clever spider creature of African mythology has become a 

visible image in literature. He is a very frequent character of the Ghandian and Caribbean tales 

(Deandrea, 2004:1-2). Now the anansi image has become an allusion, a metaphor, a 

personification that echoes the West African legacy of Jamaica. Michelle Cliff turns to the 

Romantic Nationalism and mythologizes the figures of mother and grandmother as the “sources 

of authenticity” (Stitt, 2007:54-55). Bennett, as a poet, “engages in her own quarrel with history” 

choosing the vernacular language of Jamaica, or the “discredited mother tongue” (Cooper, 

2009:5). 

One of the particularly interesting writers is Olive Senior, an author of several collections 

of poems and short stories, articles and books on the Jamaican culture and history which will be 

discussed in more detail in section 1.2. 
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1.2 Olive Senior’s contribution to the Jamaican heritage 

 

It can be said that Olive Senior’s professional activities have always been in some way oriented 

to the revival of the Jamaican cultural heritage and traditions. Apart from three collections of 

short stories and four books of poetry, Senior has written four non-fictional books about the 

Jamaican culture and society. Creating The Encyclopedia of Jamaican Heritage (2003) has 

demanded a lot of energy and years of work. The author has gathered the information on the 

landscapes, mythological characters, religious rituals and celebrations, writing around 1000 

entries, from ABENG to ZOMBI. Having studied journalism in Canada, Senior has managed to 

work as an editor and managing director of the two leading journals of the Caribbean, Social and 

Economic Studies and Jamaica Journal. She has been a director of the Creative Writer Summer 

School at the University of West Indies and of the Fiction Workshop of the Caribbean Writers 

Summer Institute at the University of Miami. At the moment Olive Senior is teaching at Humber 

College in Toronto and working on a novel, a play and a collection of poetry Meditation on 

Green (interview to Simpson, 2008:15). 

Having lived both in the poor rural area with her peasant parents during her childhood 

and with the better-off relatives under her school years, Olive Senior has become a witness of 

different ways of living in Jamaica. These dual experiences are reflected in her fiction. In The 

Summer Lightning and Other Stories, Senior’s typical protagonist is a child in search of identity, 

confused and displaced both psychologically and physically, living away from the parents. The 

author confesses that some of her short stories mirror the confusion and emotions she 

experienced when she was a child. (Senior in Dubois & Devoize, 2003, 2012.02.24). 

Unlike many of her Caribbean contemporaries who focus on the theme of exile and 

migration, Olive Senior prefers to portray rural lives of Jamaica, as Donnell accurately puts it, 

“on the margins of already peripheral [...] Jamaican society” (Donnell, 1999:119). However, 

according to Pollard, “The village is a microcosm of Jamaica” (Pollard, 1988:543), thus the 

smaller area represents the social context of all of Jamaica, like a projector. The author portrays 

the cultural and domestic issues of the Jamaican society that cannot be ignored, such as a 

Christian ethics in its most Victorian form, difficult emotional and financial situations in the 

families and a multi-level hierarchy based on racial, gender and welfare factors. 
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Another remarkable feature of Senior’s writing style is her artistic and efficient usage of 

Jamaican creole, sometimes alongside with the classic literary English in the same text. Of 

course, many Caribbean writers chose patois language before2, but Senior’s intelligent feeling of 

how the meaning can be underlined by a deliberate choice of language has been noticed and 

discussed by critics as a powerful narrative device. 

For her fine manner of writing and the intuitive description of the psychological states of 

characters and the social environment, for her valuable contribution to the Jamaican culture, 

Olive Senior has received many accolades. She has been awarded with two Musgrave medals 

(Donnell, 1999:118) and a Jamaica Centenary Medal for creative writing by the Institute of 

Jamaica, F J Bressani Prize for her poetry collection Gardening in the Tropics and has received 

an award for "Editorial Excellence” from the Jamaica Press Association (Pollard, 1988:545). 

Olive Senior’s book Summer Lightning and Other Stories won her a Commonwealth Writers’ 

Prize in 1987. 

 

1.3 Summer Lightning and Other Stories: the themes, the characters, the style 

 

The book Summer Lightning and Other Stories consists of ten stories. In seven of them the 

protagonists and focalizers are young adolescents. Their age is not directly stated in the book, yet 

it is understandable due to their occupation (many of them go to school), the way they express 

their thoughts and perceive the adults as the authorities. They experience a confusing feeling of 

displacement. Most of them have been sent to live with better-off relatives; some are neglected 

by one of the parents. Reconsidering the social position in relation to the new society or family 

members becomes a difficult and necessary task. Yet the major – and, of course, unspoken – 

challenge for such characters is to define their selves, to claim the identity and stand by it. 

However, other people have already labeled them, only these are mostly negative definitions 

(”bastard”, “orphan”, “that adopted”). 

It must be mentioned that Senior’s literature is not aimed at teenagers – it is written for 

adults, exposing such serious social issues as crime, child abuse, racism and religion as the major 

themes. These themes are portrayed through the uncontaminated perception of the young 

                                                 
2 Some examples represented in Patteson, 1993:14-15. 
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adolescent characters. The problems of the Jamaican society are spotlighted as if with a projector 

through the protagonists’ inner experiences. 

The three other texts of Summer Lightning are stories of grown up children and of their 

parents, how they have settled in the world and built their relationship with each other. 

All the protagonists have to make some choices to preserve their identities or, having 

made their choices before, the characters meet the consequences, sometimes tragic. The reader is 

often haunted by the feeling that serious questions have been asked, not directly, though. The 

answers are to be almost reached, yet epistemophilia, our desire for knowledge, is almost never 

satisfied. Thus the short stories from Summer Lightning could be called open texts – a term 

provided by Eco (Bennet & Royle, 2004:197) – as the desired equilibrium of the ending is 

unavailable. Moreover, sometimes the sense of suspense is suddenly accelerated at the end and 

the narration ends abruptly, wide open with questions. The reader is left, flabbergasted, in the 

middle of the story climax. Senior’s open endings are of a considerable metaphorical 

significance as a question about the character’s fate inevitably leads to the contemplation on the 

future of Jamaica and its inhabitants. Thompson-Deloatch suggests that such a technique, 

Senior’s wide open endings, “provides room for hope, for the positive realm of human potentials, 

for miracles and for continual thought. As provocative or perplexing as this might be, the 

technique brings about a unity of writer, reader, and text that is enduring” (2000). Remarkably, 

she calls Senior’s stories endless (ibid.). Indeed, if the ending of the climax is never reached, the 

story goes on to live beyond the textual frames. 

Another important feature of Senior’s style is its resemblance to the traditional oral story-

telling. Senior admits that imagining a reader is an important part of her creative process 

(interview with Simpson, 2008:11). A masterly mixture of patois and literary English, different 

manners of speaking, e.g. of an emotional child or an elderly neighbour, create a story of many 

voices. Since the stories are initially told, though also written, a reader partly turns into a listener 

that participates in conversation and the meaning making. It partly explains why Senior’s works 

are open texts. The author does not give answers but discusses the questions with the reader, 

leaving a wider space for interpreting and analyzing. 

The short stories’ rich imagery deserves particular attention: the author applies different 

semantic fields to build metaphors. Her landscapes are often connected with the high/low social 

position of a character; the domestic objects and interiors mirror the lifestyle and relationship 
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between family members. From the wide sky to the color of the costume, the descriptions in 

Senior’s short stories create parallels and give way to contemplation. Through considering the 

tiny details of the settings the reader explores some bigger layers of meaning, such as a 

psychological state of the character or the problems of constructing the Jamaican cultural 

identity. 

 

1.4 Theoretical framework: cultural and young adolescent identities, description 

and comparison 

 

Before starting with the analysis of the short stories and the presentation of the previous research 

on Senior’s fiction, it is important to sketch the needed understanding of certain aspects and 

agree on the terms. 

The central theme of Summer Lightning is the negotiation and the construction of the 

identity through the protagonists’ choices. As it is shown in chapters two and three, in most cases 

the negotiation of personal identities of the young protagonist characters projects the search for 

the cultural identity of Jamaica. That is why it is important to compare how both the cultural 

identity and the identity of the young adolescent are characterized by the scientists and to 

compare the results. 

The cultural identity as a concept has been described by Stuart Hall very thoroughly in 

his articles “Negotiating Caribbean Identities” and “Cultural Identity and Diaspora”. First of all, 

Hall characterizes the cultural identity as “an open problem” for the Caribbean people and as 

essential, “something to which we can return, something solid [...] around which we can organize 

our identities and our sense of belonginess” (Hall, 2001:282). His definition explains Senior’s 

implicit concern about the Jamaican cultural identity. If there is no more Motherland to return to, 

if the Jamaican history began with the slavery, what shall this solid cultural background be that 

anybody can return to in Jamaica? 

Hall also underlines that the cultural identity can be deformed not only from the outside 

(e.g. by the colonial order) but from the inside (ibid.:286) and refers to Fanon’s work Black Skin, 

White Masks. Indeed, this observation helps to understand why some characters of Summer 

Lightning accept and even approve the rejection of roots by other characters (short story 

“Ascot”) or why they long for the Western patterns of beauty and success (“Love Orange” and 
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“Bright Thursdays” correspondingly). Such deformation “from within” represents a serious 

problem that Senior seems to return to constantly. 

Hall also describes some principles of the cultural identity construction. Firstly, the 

cultural identity is a narration, remembering and silencing. These three components seem to me 

very interrelated. The cultural identity as a narration is a story of the people, who they are, what 

their past, their present and future is. To narrate this story, the past should be remembered. 

However, the cultural identity can’t be built merely on the past, the present should also be 

understood and the future anticipated. Therefore “silencing in order to allow something else to 

speak” (Hall, 2001:283) is also a strategy of the construction of the cultural identity. Secondly, 

what follows from understanding the cultural identity as a narration, it is the invention, not 

merely the discovery of the tradition (ibid.:283), it is “becoming as well as being” (Hall, 

1990:393). This is an important feature of the cultural identity. Indeed, an implicit message of 

many stories in Summer Lightning is an encouragement to create a new cultural identity. Both 

the indigenous African and colonial heritage should be accepted and cannot be erased. But the 

choice of one of the ‘legacies’ seems one sided, as Jamaica is unique and requires an 

independent ‘narration’, a fresh ‘becoming’ with the consideration of its different legacies. 

However, the cultural identity is usually represented in Summer Lightning implicitly, 

through the personal identity of the characters. As most of them are young adolescents, I decided 

to turn to the psychological and sociological research on the identity of the adolescence to 

provide a deeper psychological understanding of a young adolescent’s identity construction. I 

use it to compare and draw parallels with the Jamaican cultural identity. The way these types of 

identity always come together in the narration of Summer Lightning and how the one is the 

source to portray the other exposes a metaphor, where the cultural identity of a relatively young 

Jamaican nation is a source and a young adolescent’s identity is a vehicle. 

To explain my point of view, I would like to address the article “Reflecting on Contexts 

and Identities for young rural lives” by Bushin et al. (2008) that focuses on the identities of rural 

youth. Below are the key features of the youth identity derived from the article: 

- Identities are “claimed or ascribed, lived or imagined” and avoid fixity (Bushin et 

al., 2008:75). This statement echoes with Hall’s characteristics of the cultural identity as the 

discovery of the traditions people used to have (“lived”) and the invention of it (“imagined”). 
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- Children “actively construct identities for themselves” through discourses 

available in their environment (Bushin et al., 2008:76). Indeed, characters in Summer Lightning 

construct their identities in relation to such social concepts as the class inequality or religion by 

forming the acceptance or rejection of it, the sense of belonging or non-belonging. On the 

cultural level, the Jamaicans also use “available discourses”. They have tried to build their 

culture on the basis of the West African and the colonial legacies. It resulted, for instance, in the 

Ethiopian Baptism, a fusion of myal traditions and Christianity. 

- Young adolescents “develop a sense of social and local belonging” (ibid.:77). 

That is why a rapid change in social position is so problematic for Senior’s adolescent 

protagonists. On the cultural level, this principle is expressed, for instance, in Rastafarianism. 

Rastafarians define themselves as children of Ethiopia, thus finding a local belonging, and as the 

chosen people of Jerusalem, creating a social belonging, an original significance. 

- “Young people construct their identities as much through relationships with others 

as through deliberate differentiation” (ibid.:77). Rejecting or accepting the influence of some 

people or customs, the young protagonists shape their selves. On the cultural level in Jamaica, 

the choice between the postcolonial, Western values and the rejection of them, turning to African 

are the most common ways to define through belonging or differentiation, the binary that Senior 

wants the Jamaicans to overcome. 

From the examples above, it is seen that the metaphor “young nation of Jamaica as a 

young adolescent” is obvious. If to go further, Bukatko & Daehler in Child Development claim 

that “[b]y establishing a fully integrated identity, the adolescent creates a healthy personality for 

the transition to mature adulthood. [...] A key element [...] is a supportive family, educational and 

social milieu” (1995:453). Indeed, the “educational and social milieu” can be considered 

problematic with its racial and class hierarchy, both for the young characters of Summer 

Lightning and for Jamaica in general. A healthy cultural identity can hardly be built on a racial 

bias. Also, the issue of “supportive” family rises up. The children in Summer Lightning are often 

separated from their biological parents and lack love or attention from the better-off relatives. 

Such separation is a regular practice in Jamaica, according to Beittel and Covi (2008:390). One 

can even suppose that Jamaica is metaphorically represented as a child abandoned by (or taken 

away from) its mother Africa and is left to a better off, though more indifferent relative, Great 

Britain. Thus, the current practice to bring up the children away from their parents reflects the 
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historical experience of Jamaica. The main metaphor emerges through the reading of Summer 

Lightning3 and it is explored due to the tool I called the projector principle. It is the way the 

author uses details to show important psychological and social issues. And though Senior claims 

that her first fiction book Summer Lightning was written purely intuitively (interview to Simpson 

2008:12), the way she conveys messages implicitly is expressed due to the projector principle. 

Olive Senior says in her interview to Hyacinth Simpson that “[s]mall things are always at the 

root of big things and big moments in history” (2008:12), unconsciously supporting my concept 

of the projector principle. 

 

1.5 Methods 

 

Taking into consideration the author’s opinion on “small things” cited above, it is only 

logical that the main method of my research is close reading. The strongest attention was given 

to the images, their significance for the portrayal of the psychological state of the protagonists 

and of the Jamaican cultural identity. Senior confesses that the use of symbols is an important 

tool in her writing (interview to Dubois & Devoize, 2003). She also shares that “[historical 

consciousness] is central to the Caribbean identity” (interview to Dubois & Devoize, 2003). That 

is why in the process of close reading the special attention was also given to the cultural concepts 

and historical background to expose more metaphors or allusions. 

It must be mentioned that all the images of symbolical significance would not be possible 

to examine in the paper, because the book Summer Lightning is a too rich material. That is why 

only the symbolical images are analyzed which are most important to illustrate the connection 

between the personal and the cultural identities and the message the author seems to share. 

 

1.6 Previous research: cornerstones in understanding Senior’s fiction 

 

One of the most important questions that many critics face analyzing the book is what its 

focus is. Should Senior’s work be read from a sheer postcolonial perspective, with reflections on 

the national problems and the cultural identity of Jamaica? Or is it all about a personal tragedy, a 

child’s tabula rasa where the society tries to leave imprints of stereotypes and postulates? The 

                                                 
3 For examples, please see analysis in chapters 2 and 3. 
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question is, on what level there is more importance – cultural or personal. I will try to show the 

critics’ opinions on the matter. 

In his detailed analysis of Senior’s short stories, Richard F. Patteson claims that “[i]t is 

far less useful to see family relationships as a disguise for colonial politics in her work than to 

understand both structures as analogous, and sometimes interrelated” (Patteson, 1993:20). His 

idea of a balanced analysis seems rather appealing. Further, Patteson’s analysis is made mostly 

through the prism of the postcolonial context. For example, he draws parallels between 

repressive adults and colonial values (Patteson, 1993:23) and sees “attacks on systems of power 

[...] underlying colonialism itself” (ibid.:16) in Senior’s portraying family relationships. Writing 

about influence of the former colonizing countries, he argues that “an awareness of that 

enveloping, sometimes corrosive larger culture is never far in the background of Senior’s stories” 

(ibid.). 

Unlike Patteson, Alison Donnel shifts the focus of her attention to the level of the 

individual, understanding Senior’s narrative as “a world of being and of feeling which exists 

outside the conflicts and emotions associated with colonialism, [...] which are too readily 

assumed to be [...] of the colonial subject’s life” (Donnell, 1999:121). According to her, Senior 

shifts the attention to the world which exists “outside the conflicts and emotions associated with 

colonialism” (ibid.) and Senior’s characters are already interesting by themselves. Of course, 

interpreting Senior’s stories merely as metanarratives of the oppressed nation and lost culture 

would be one sided. But here I would rather agree with Patteson that, no matter how dramatic the 

events in the character’s life can be, the reader should never forget about the context of the 

postcolonial society and the history of Jamaica that Senior is constantly aware of. 

To sum up, Donnell and Patteson represent, though not dogmatically, the opposite points 

of view, focusing more on one angle (the individual or cultural/political correspondingly) to 

implement the analysis. In my opinion, both cultural and individual identities are so tightly 

interwoven in Senior’s fiction that they cannot be regarded separately. However, Senior exposes 

the cultural issues so delicately, that her point of view is never proclaimed explicitly. It is 

projected through the individual experiences of the characters. I agree with the statement of 

Beittel and Covi, who argue that Senior refuses “the role of the native who tells the true tale to 

the anthropologist” (Beittel & Covi, 1996:393) and does not wish to make up another cliché for a 

too complicated question of the cultural identity. It is also important to remember that Senior “is 
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not interested into recycling tired, colonial pastoral idylls nor in scripting authentic nativist 

theories which locate sites of uncorrupted cultural identity”, as Donnell puts it (1999:129). Thus 

the binaries that sometimes narrow the worldview of the characters should by no means lead to 

the implication that Senior proclaims such binaries and writes within their frames. 

Another important issue discussed by the critics is the details and images in Senior’s 

fiction. 

Paula Smith Allen sees many allegories in the images represented in Summer Lightning. 

For example, she performs an unexpectedly deep analysis finding allusions to the biblical plot. 

Indeed, Senior once confessed in an interview that “the Bible does provide a lot of good 

examples of story-telling” (Senior in Dubois & Devoize, 2003). However, Allen seems to 

understand Senior’s words too literally. I would call some of Allen’s interpretations in “Summer 

Lightning” overreading. At first she conveys a very plausible parallel of the garden the boy plays 

in and the Garden of Eden. But the figure of the old man, according to her, stands for God, 

whereas the boy represents Adam, a sinner, whose sin is playing with things his uncle hides in 

the writing table. Thus a threat of abuse from the stranger is God’s punishment, according to 

Allen (2008:116-117). At the same time she sees the old man as a figure of anansi. These two 

images – the Christian God and the West African trickster – contradict each other. With the same 

metaphorical success the stranger could also be called the Biblical snake. Luckily, the author 

does not limit the work to the biblical parallels and performs an interesting, thoughtful and deep 

interpretation of the symbols from the postcolonial angle, uniting all the stories of the book under 

the meaning of the title “Summer Lightning”. 

Whereas Allen may sometimes “overinterpret” the images linking them to the plots from 

the Bible, Donnell defines the details in Summer Lightning as “small gestures of refocusing, 

capable of displacing the huge colonial fantasy” (Donnell, 1999:121). Here I firmly disagree. 

The details help to create a focus on the personal experiences, as Donnell suggests, but further 

these experiences become the reflection of the cultural ones. Thus the details do not withdraw the 

attention from the colonial discourse but often serve as a first step to dwell on the cultural issues. 

For example, the white color in clothes appears where the case of race and status plays a vital 

role in the narration (“Ascot”). The squeaking of bats that is louder than the church singing that 

the protagonist girl hears in “Confirmation day” reveals her doubts in finding redemption in the 

Confirmation, as well as the author’s doubts on the redemption in Christianity for Jamaicans. In 
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my opinion, the symbolic meaning of the details and images correlates with the interconnection 

of personal and cultural identities in Summer Lightning. 

 

1.6 The projector principle; aim and structure 

 

The central aim of my research will be to show that Senior’s major means of portraying 

the construction of the cultural and the protagonists’ identities in her book is what I call the 

projector principle. It is the way the tiny details and images tell a lot about a character’s identity, 

her state of mind.  At the same time, the construction of the personal identity spotlights the 

prospects for the cultural identity of Jamaica. The character experiences the same search, 

negotiation and construction of the identity as Jamaica does. 

The projector principle can be schematically shown the following way: 

 

detail/image < personal identity < cultural identity 

Each short story from Summer Lightning has examples in abundance. Almost every detail 

is mentioned to project some bigger meaning, to expose the character’s identity construction and 

how the cultural identity of Jamaica can be constructed. 

Of course, this principle cannot be applied to all the situations in the narrative. For 

example, sometimes the detail serves only a “global” purpose, skipping the personal, or 

illustrates only the personal experiences. Sometimes, it exposes an allusion on the historical issue 

(e.g., two waves of Christianity) or an author’s message. All the cases are impossible to examine 

in the paper, and maybe not necessary. That is why I will consider the cases when the projector 

principle is especially important to draw the parallel between the personal and the cultural. I will 

also prove that the projector principle does not only expose the bigger through the smaller but 

also helps the author to convey the messages, to share with the reader her concerns  and opinion 

on Jamaica’s situation and ask questions. I will also present major patterns of what images 

project. But most importantly, I will represent with analysis (and will sum up with schemes) how 

the details influence and project the strategies the characters use to shape and claim their 

identities and how their strategies reflect a possible future or present state of the Jamaican 
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cultural identity, proving that the projector principle is the key device in Summer Lightning to 

convey important meanings on a deeper, implicit level. 

 

The structure of the paper is the following: 

In Chapter Two, I examine the first short story of the book, “Summer Lightning”, its 

allegorical importance and how it unites other stories. I will also dwell on the symbolic meaning 

of the title. 

Chapter Three is devoted to the other nine stories of Summer Lightning. I divide them 

according to the strategies, or choices the characters make to protect or obtain their identities. At 

first, the choices that fail the characters are introduced: denying the roots (3.1) and passivity 

(3.2).  Then I discuss the choices that seem more positive, when characters reject the pressure 

and imposition of the society (3.3). I will also introduce how the individual choices spotlight the 

probable strategies of the construction of the cultural identity (or, in some cases, de-

construction). For this I will apply the projector principle. 

Thus in each section of chapter Three, several examples from the book are examined. 

After discussing each example, I will show a simplified scheme of the projector principle, how 

details project the construction of the personal identity and how this all spotlights the issue of the 

cultural identity. 

In chapter Four, I sum up the discussion on the previous chapters and draw conclusions. I 

consider the most noticeable patterns of showing the bigger through the smaller and the most 

important functions of the projector principle, such as a means to convey the message implicitly 

and as a tool for the main metaphor of the book. 

Finally, at the end of the paper, summaries of the short stories of Summer Lightning can 

be found.  
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2. Symbolic Significance of “Summer Lightning” in 

Representing Summer Lightning and Other Stories 

 

It seems important to discuss “Summer Lightning” separately as this short story opens the book 

and unites all the stories ideologically and allegorically in one collection. There is unjustifiably 

little research on the short story, although it introduces the idea of the whole book and offers 

different layers of interpretation.   

In this chapter I will discuss the symbolic significance of the details that portray the 

situation in Jamaica: firstly, the characters as allegorical representatives of cultural concepts or 

political regimes and secondly, the importance of settings. Further, I will outline the main 

questions and themes of Summer Lightning that the short story introduces. Finally, I will try to 

explain the title of the book. 

 

2.1 Symbolic significance of the characters 

 

As it was mentioned before, the characters in the short story serve as allegorical representatives, 

as personifications of the political or cultural concepts. Not only the characters’ descriptions are 

important, their interaction and relationship illustrate “the problematic relationships between the 

isolated, enclosed societies of the West Indies and the wider world” that is “a persuasive fact of 

the Caribbean life” (Patteson, 1993:16). 

The main character of “Summer Lightning” is a boy who is taken from his parents to live 

with his better-off relatives. The boy’s aunt is a representative of the colonial order. It is shown 

with the description of the house. Mahogany furniture is a typical feature of the colonial 

interiors, and the glass in the house used to be considered a luxury in the rural parts of Jamaica. 

The uncle is busy with trading on the parlor and probably represents international business 

affairs. The boy has no name in the story, so it can be implied that he is a generalized character. 

Allen draws parallels between the boy and Adam in her analysis: “just as Adam stands in for all 

men in the Biblical account, the “boy” in Senior’s account stands for all of Jamaica” (Allen, 

2008:117). I would be careful with understanding the connection between the boy and Adam so 

directly, but the boy most probably stands for all of the Jamaican people. Like the boy who is far 
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from his poorer mother, the Jamaicans are far from Africa, their initial home and used to be 

financially dependent on the Victorian Great Britain (a better-off, yet strict and indifferent aunt). 

The boy feels that he does not answer the standards of the new surroundings, as Jamaica 

does not answer the standards of welfare and education of its patron, Great Britain. The boy 

cannot be the person he is expected to be by his aunt. It is expressed in the following passage: 

In that big house with the perpetual smell of wax, the heavy mahogany furniture, the 

glass windows, he felt displaced, as if he had been plucked from one world that was small 

and snug and mistakenly placed into another which was like a suit many times too large 

and to which he could never have hopes of growing to a perfect fit (Senior, 2008:5). 

 “Displaced” is his initial state since he began to live with the relatives. The description 

of the boy’s feelings in the citation above projects the beginning of the Jamaican history: people 

were taken from their reserved land (“plucked from one world”, “small and snug”) and taken far 

away across the ocean being exposed to the wide world with its threats, and later – its 

possibilities  (the world “many times too large”). This world is compared with the suit the boy 

has no hopes to fit. A suit is the business clothes that points at a high social status that is initially 

more associated with the British culture rather than the Jamaican one. Thus the boy does not 

meet the ‘colonial’ expectations, the high standards of his aunt. 

 However, there is also no place for the aunt and uncle in the boy’s imaginary world, for 

they are too “stiff and proper” (Senior, 2008:2), like the inherited colonial customs may appear 

too “stiff” to the Jamaicans. Only Bro. Justice fits in (ibid.). He is a young cattle man, a 

representative of Rastafarianism, a Jamaican belief that has roots in the Old Testament. And Bro. 

Justice embraced the Rastafarian religion in a biblical way. He was absent for forty days once 

and returned as a Rastafarian, which alludes to the Moses wandering. Here I see the parallels 

between the characters’ relationships and the political or cultural concepts of Jamaica. As 

Rastafari appeared as a political and religious movement that glorified the Jamaican nation and 

culture, it is logical that the boy (representing the Jamaican people) preferred Bro. Justice’s 

company and accepted his influence: “Bro. Justice knew everything, was right about everything” 

(ibid.). The relationship between Bro. Justice and the aunt is also remarkable. When Bro. Justice 

became a Rastafarian, she disapproved of his new way, because he lost the respect for her 

authority. Just like this, the new powerful national wave of Rastafarianism could not be 

considered beneficial for the colonial regime.  To sum up with the words of Thompson-Deloatch, 
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“[t]he assertion of Bro. Justice's self-hood breeds fear of him but simultaneously wins respect for 

him from the aunt, albeit grudgingly won” (2000). Bro. Justice represents what Thompson-

Deloatch calls “the African quotient” (ibid.) and what Donnell calls an alternative way of 

knowing, marginalized or undervalued within a conventional ‘colonial’ education (Donnell, 

1999:124). 

Another character who fascinates the boy is an old man, a stranger who comes to stay at 

the boy’s relatives’ mansion. The boy rather likes him because the old man always brings 

presents and a “welcomed chaos to a too-ordered household” (Senior, 2008:3). 

The figure of the stranger is, indeed, strange and has been interpreted in different ways, 

for example, as Ananse or even God, or has not been examined at all. It is difficult to say what 

he represents. Perhaps, the danger; or the groundless fear, as, according to Allen, there is a 

possibility that there is no threat from the old man and the boy will only leave the room with a 

slight scare (Allen, 2008:121). I tend to believe that the stranger embodies all the invisible 

threats that Jamaica lingers to face and confront. Unfortunately, there is no distinct opinion on 

this matter in the previous research of Summer Lightning. Allen associates the old man with a 

colonizer (Allen, 2008:118), thus I suppose that the man can probably be associated with the 

domination of another country, for example, the USA as an active participant in the Jamaican 

politics and the way of life in the 20th century. The boy enjoys the chaos (changes) that are 

brought and the presents. These presents stand for the minor material benefits that are tempting 

for the boy yet disproportional in relation to the harm the stranger is consequentially going to 

cause; the boy, an inexperienced child, can treat these trifles as valuables that derive his attention 

from his spiritual friend, Bro. Justice. 

The old man hides a danger the boy cannot understand. He is so strange that the boy 

enjoys observing him. For instance, the man plays the cat cradles masterly, the game that 

involves making intricate figures with the thread between fingers. It reminds of anansi spider’s 

tricks that could be interpreted as indigenous Jamaican and signify the spiritual closeness to the 

man. But the thread he plays with is invisible, it does not exist. This is a deceit to attract the boy 

closer. And the boy gets attracted. He even tries to repeat in secret the habit of the man to move 

the thumbs in circles one around the other, which may project the mimicry of some Jamaicans. 

Thus the boy spends more and more time with the mysterious man, preferring him to Bro. 

Justice. 
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There is an invisible fight for the boy’s attention between Bro. Justice and the old man. 

The aunt enjoys that the boy prefers the old man, like the institutions left from the colonial 

regime would approve the influence of the West. Though the aunt does not forbid the boy to 

spend time with Bro. Justice, she does it only not to “be saddled with responsibility” (Senior, 

2008:6), as the government would not prefer to interfere with the new cultural wave. Bro. Justice 

was once scared by the old man’s intentions to touch him and tries to warn the aunt against the 

danger but what he hears back is just derision and arrogant instructions. Indeed, the Rastafarian 

culture, when it first appeared (two decades before the action of “Summer Lightning” takes 

place), was not considered seriously and was regarded as an occupation of a useless lower class 

till the 60s, “marginalized and undervalued” (Donnell 1999:124). The Rastafarians spoke about 

the danger of the new Babylon, the mighty Western world but were not heard at first. Bro. 

Justice is not heard, either. At the end it can be seen that the old man wants to use, to abuse the 

boy whereas Bro. Justice sees the boy as his follower, a future converter into the Rastafarian 

belief. 

As all the characters of the story have been considered, it is apparent that each character 

represents a country as a political unit or regime. For example, the absent poorer mother of the 

boy symbolizes a remote Africa, the boy choosing between the company of Bro. Justice and the 

old man projects Jamaica that is found under the influences of the national movement and the 

Western promise of welfare. 

 

2.2 Symbolic significance of the settings 

 

The settings are also significant as they create yet another level of meaning and introduce the 

theme of choice to shape the identity, its invention, its “becoming as well as being” (Hall, 

1990:393). 

The main setting of the story is the garden room. Allen sees it as an allusion to the Bible 

and the Garden of Eden (Allen, 2008:116). Eden is a place where life begins. And the room is 

symbolically a point where the choice is made, where the history probably starts anew. The 

Garden Room is the place of the most intense action, where the choice of the boy can probably 

influence his future and result in the way his identity will either suffer or be safe. There are three 

doors that lead out of the room. “It was amazing how the room with so many openings could be 
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so private” (Senior, 2008:1). Like this room, Jamaica is a place with many doors, first invaded by 

Spain, then influenced by Great Britain, later by the USA. Yet with all these shifts of the 

influence and its multiculturalism Jamaica maintains the uniqueness, it remains home, a 

“private” place. The three ways out of the Garden room allegorically represent the possible 

future solutions for Jamaica and its cultural identity, as the three doors are the ways out for the 

boy when he is threatened by the old man. With a sudden threat of abuse in the garden room, the 

boy is left to make a desperate, fast choice where to seek help. 

One door leads to the living room, the domain of his aunt and therefore the colonial 

heritage. To choose it would be to turn to the alien order, control and no spiritual belonging: the 

aunt is also not a biological relative to the boy, which enhances the distance. 

To choose the second door to the side veranda would be to seek the uncle’s help. The 

uncle stands for the international business relationship of Jamaica with other countries, perhaps 

not in a better financial situation than Jamaica, as those people who come there “were not up to 

the standard of the front verandah” (Senior, 2008:1). This way is perhaps better, for the uncle is 

the boy’s biological relative and indulges him sometimes. However, the side veranda is a place 

with a lot of strangers who come occasionally and only with the financial issues; they are 

indifferent to the boy’s existence and the help would be “circumstantial at best”, only during the 

“interchange [...] of goods and services” (Allen, 2008:120). Besides, the danger comes during 

summer lightning, when the aunt and the uncle usually have a nap and therefore are unlikely to 

hear the boy. Therefore none of the two solutions listed above would help the boy to escape the 

threat. 

The third way is the “marble steps into a tangled and overgrown garden” (Senior, 

2008:1). This is the domain of Bro. Justice, a friend. This is a symbolic way to the indigenous 

Jamaican culture with its roots in West Africa. It is half forgotten (the garden is dilapidated), not 

easy (tangled) and probably will be economically regressive at first (steps down). Yet it is a 

noble way (marble) and will signify joining with the nature (garden) and people who are 

spiritually closer (Bro. Justice). 

The boy is likely to choose the third way, yet many questions arise: will the boy be safe 

by his choice? It is a time of summer lightning when Bro. Justice wraps his shining machete and 

hides not to be noticed by Jah – will he really be able to save the boy? At the same time the 

Rastafarian was determined to wait for a sign from the boy in case of danger, but will he wait for 
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the sign under summer lightning? Summer lightning is a time when Jah is searching the earth: 

will Jah see the danger of the boy? Will he “translate” the sign to Bro. Justice? There is also a 

glass eye in the table: will the One Eye God, several times mentioned in the stories4, help the 

boy? 

The sign the boy is about to give to Bro. Justice is feeble, indeed. Once the old man gave 

a tiny ivory elephant to the boy and “told him to always turn the elephant to face the door, for 

luck” (Senior, 2008:3). Consequently, the boy is going to use the tiny elephant as a magical 

artifact to search for help, to turn it to the garden door, the domain of Bro. Justice. But can the 

present of a stranger help the boy or was the strange gift a clever trap to make the boy’s attempts 

to escape feebler? Can the present of an aggressor help against him? Also, the elephant is carved 

out of ebony, the material that was once one of the reasons to exploit Africa. An expensive 

material was used to make a useless trifle and is given to the representative of Africa (the boy). It 

looks more like derision than a real help to be saved. 

All these questions remain wide open to leave the reader in a drastic epistemophilic urge. 

The author does not choose the right door for the boy and therefore for Jamaica. Perhaps, she 

considers all the ways questionable and suggests finding another decision, encourages not to be 

passive and to find the way independently instead, without relying on anybody’s help. Allen 

suggests that the author “is fictively proposing that Jamaica must form a new identity” 

(2008:121). Senior also hints that the lingering can be disastrous. When the boy received the 

elephant that should face the door to bring luck, the boy, unable to decide, which door is the right 

one, eventually turns the figure to face the corner (Senior, 2008:3), that is to say, the boy turns 

away from the issue, refusing to make decisions till it is critical and perhaps too late. 

The climax of the short story is tightly connected with the settings, the garden room and 

the three doors, which help raise the questions asked above. These questions are very important. 

They will be partly answered, partly asked again in other stories, implicitly, of course. Questions 

about the cultural identity of Jamaica, its construction, its future, will only arise after the 

questions about the characters and the settings. They also determine the main theme of the book. 

But before discussing the main theme it is important to examine the title of the book and of the 

first short story as the main theme follows, in fact, from the title. 

                                                 
4 Jacko, the character of “Country of the One Eye God” gives this name to the Christian God who, according to 
Jacko, doesn’t bother to help poor African Jamaicans. See analysis on p. 25-26, 30. 
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2.3 The title “Summer Lightning” as the allegorical introduction of the main theme 

 

There has been made no direct interpretation or analysis of the title and its role in the 

understanding of the book, which is why I will turn to the definition of summer lightning as a 

natural phenomenon. 

Summer Lightning, the name of the first short story and of the book, is “a distant sheet 

lightning without audible thunder, typically occurring on a summer night” (Oxford Dictionary of 

English, 2010). Such a lightning is a sign of an unheard storm during the peaceful warm summer 

night (or day, as in the first short story). One can’t hear the thunder and may decide there is no 

storm, as one can think there is no problem, no critical point to act. But there is an inaudible 

storm that one should face and make a decision about, before it is too late. Summer lightning is 

also a quite bright flash that lightens the darkness and thus it brings the ‘enlightenment’, the 

answer, so much needed for the Jamaican people – “who we are, both individually and 

collectively” (Senior, interview with Simpson, 2008:12). 

In my interpretation, the moment of the summer lightning is a time to make a choice, like 

in the case of the boy captured in the garden room. Some characters make their choices and stand 

by them firmly, like Laura in “Bright Thursdays” or Lenora in “The Ballad”. Some made their 

choices, failed to reach their aim and are facing the consequences as in “Love Orange” or “The 

Boy Who Loved Ice Cream”. Some would never realize their choices have failed them or their 

family, as in “Ascot” or “Real Old Time ‘Ting”. 

This is what unites all the stories in the book, the moment of summer lightning for the 

characters, a critical point to make a decision, to decide who they are, where they belong. And 

everything starts in “Summer Lightning” with the garden room, the Garden of Eden. In the room, 

the boy’s story, and thus the Jamaican history, begins, like the story of mankind begins in the 

Garden of Eden. Thompson-Deloatch suggests that a little garden room may be “symbolic of a 

cell, a womb” (2000), which also signifies the beginning of life, a starting point of the (hi)story. 

The symbolical connection is the following: 

 

The story < The history 
of the boy of Jamaica 
begins  begins 
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And there, the (hi)story  also ends. How it will end, depends on the boy’s choice, on the choices 

of other characters, whom to become, what to accept or reject. Patteson claims that the 

important, “the major” themes of the book are “the search for personal and cultural identities, the 

nurturing role of the West Indian mother in creole society, the problematic and complex 

relationships between traditional ways and the wider world” (1993:23). However, I assume that 

the main theme of the book is the “summer lightning” time for the characters and for Jamaica, 

the choices they will make, the concepts they will choose to shape the identity, personal and 

cultural. There are ten green jalousies in the garden room that can be rolled up to give more light. 

The book Summer Lightning has ten stories that are told to shed light on the problem of the 

choices for the construction of the Jamaican cultural identity and its history. 
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3. Construction of the Personal and Cultural Identity 

 

Here I will discuss three main concepts that the characters seem to choose for shaping and 

claiming their selves: denying the roots (3.1), being passive, fearful and/or obedient (3.2) and 

rejecting the imposition (3.3). I suppose that the concepts should be introduced in such an order. 

Denying the roots is criticized and mocked by the author in the most explicit way in relation to 

other concepts of constructing the self. Rejection of imposition is, on the contrary, encouraged 

by the author, though implicitly, letting the reader contemplate herself and draw conclusions. 

Thus the first subsection illustrates the concept that failed a character or affected his or her 

closest relatives, which also seem to illustrate the character’s failure. 

 

3.1 Denying the roots 

 

Surprisingly, the three short stories where the characters have denied their roots are the only 

stories in the book where the protagonists are adults. The characters are not a part of the main 

metaphor “young adolescent identity as the cultural identity of Jamaica”. It might mean that such 

a choice, denying the roots, is more hypothetical. The characters are regarded as grown up 

children, because their interaction with their parents is in focus. Thus the choice of denying the 

roots might happen in the far future, when Jamaica is not a “young adolescent country” any 

longer. The author warns against forgetting the roots, which can happen if the cultural identity 

will not be actively constructed by the Jamaicans. Donnell also claims that the biggest danger 

“for Caribbean life at this time comes from a denial of the spirituall / intuitive / emotional 

strengths which have developed to sustain the cultures in the past” (1999:131). 

The short story “Country of the One Eye God” portrays two different identities: one of 

Ma Bell, who has embraced the Christian religion and lives relying on it, and her grandson 

Jacko, a criminal, a murderer who rejects the Christian God but has nothing to believe in instead. 

He runs from prison and pays a visit to his grandmother just to ask for money. 

 The name of the short story refers to the Bible, because there, instead of the eyes in 

plural, the God’s eye is sometimes mentioned in singular, for instance: “Thus says the Lord God: 

[...] My eye will not spare, and I will have no pity” (Ezerkiel 5:5-11). The usage of the singular 

form can be understood as a metonymy, God’s eye as God’s omniscience and control. But Senior 
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gives it an allegorical significance that is expressed by Jacko who claims: “It is a country of one-

eye God. And he a-see [ain’t see] neither you nor me” (Senior, 2008:25). Jacko points at the 

huge social difference between classes, when he utters: “God at top a laugh keh keh keh  at the 

likes of you. Fe see you, so poor and turn down think you can talk to the likes of him so high and 

mighty” (ibid.:24). Lalla claims that “for Jacko, God (if he exists) is located up as oppressive 

authority, as unjust distributor of wealth, and out of the location of the speaker. In this 

framework, God has not only deserted but also ridicules those who are ‘poor and turn down’” 

(1996). Jacko understood unconsciously that the Western order, Christianity as just a part of it, is 

not an ideal solution for the Jamaicans. The character’s choice could have been discussed in the 

chapter “Rejection of the imposition” but his choice is much worse. 

Jacko has nothing to replace the Christian belief with. He denies not only the colonial, 

but the indigenous heritage as well. He is absolutely deprived of Jamaican values. Firstly, Jacko 

goes against his grandmother and is going to “bring shame on” (ibid.:21) his mother’s family. He 

does not accept the cultural importance of the mother and grandmother, primary in the Afro-

Caribbean tradition (Stitt, 2007:54). Secondly, he is about to rob his grandmother and thus take 

away the only dream and pleasure that is left for her – to be buried comfortably and luxuriously. 

To have such funerals is typical and even necessary in the Jamaican culture (Paul, 2007:142-43) 

and “the concept of burial money is not one he can possibly grasp” (Lalla, 1988). 

While Jacko is searching for money, he turns the house upside down, even searches 

among undergarments and takes photographs out of the frames. Here the author portrays 

allegorically a possible, very extreme, outcome if the cultural identity is not obtained and 

constructed properly. A person or even the entire nation can probably be left without the 

guidance, can finally forget and turn upside down the most personal (undergarments), even the 

memories (photographs). 

“For Jacko, up/down is socially defined purely in monetary terms” (Lalla, 1988). To get 

the money, Jacko points a gun at Ma Bell and the story ends abruptly. Will he shoot his own 

grandmother? Can he really reject all the past and all memories? The author makes the reader ask 

such questions to warn against what can happen if the next generation, as Jacko, will be left 

without any feeling of the cultural identity and respect for the roots. Schematically, the 

projection of the individual choice on the prospects for the cultural identity looks like this: 
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Jacko’s cold-   < he does not respect < if the cultural identity 
blooded search  family values, the past;  is not constructed 
among   the identity shaped  and preserved, 

undergarment  on no indigenous,  the indigenous, the past  

and photos,  family values   can be forgotten; 
pointing with the      the end will be tragic 
gun on Grandma 
 

Another representative of a potential generation without the sense of the cultural identity is 

Ascot, the character of the short story named after him. In contrast to Jacko, Ascot manages to 

succeed in life. Though he has no visible talents or morals or intellect, he has “fair skin and 

straight nose” (Senior, 2008: 26). Such qualities are enough to be loved by women in the village 

and Ascot, being aware of it, feels his superiority. When he returns to the village with an 

educated wife, in a white costume, in a white, though hired, car, he raises the feeling of respect 

in most of the villagers. They seem to excuse the fact that he denies his mother to conceal his 

poor background from his wife, and thus he denies the roots. As Patteson writes, “although 

maintaining that self-image necessitates the humiliation of his own mother, Miss Clemmie 

[Ascot’s mother] remains intensely proud of him” (1993:17). 

The short story is written in a very ironic way, it mocks Ascot’s efforts to be more than 

he is, than he thinks Jamaicans are, he is “arrested in his ‘white’ fantasy” (Donnell, 1999:127). 

But not only Ascot is criticized. The villagers who excuse Ascot’s act of ignoring his mother 

illustrate what Stuart Hall calls the deformation of cultural identity from inside (Hall, 2001:286). 

Instead of admiration they should feel disapproval of his action. They discriminate themselves 

with the respect towards the doubtful evidences of the success (Ascot’s white clothes, white car, 

an educated wife and fairer skin) associated with the West. Ascot’s dreadful behavior is caused 

by his ignorance and arrogance that only naturally rose from the society where Western values 

are higher than indigenous. When his hair is described as “though [...] not so good” but “not so 

bad either” (Senior, 2008:26), the word “bad” stands for curly, African type of hair whereas 

“good” stands for straight, Caucasian. It is just one tiny detail to represent the deformation of the 

cultural identity. That is why Ascot denies his mother and, in her face, the indigenous African 

roots and clings to the Western patterns and the white color. Thus, “in order to possess his 

dreams, Ascot has dispossessed his history” (Donnell, 1999:127). 
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Ascot’s choice to identify himself with the “white” culture as superior can be shown 

schematically: 

 

white car, < Mimicry,  < Rejecting the 
(rented, not   feeling superior  indigenous Jamaican 

owned), white  over Jamaicans  culture, despising 
 

suit, educated wife and ashamed of  and eventually 
from abroad,  the mother’s   denying the 
pretending his  poverty   roots 
mother is not 
his mother 
 

Another character who denies her roots, though unconsciously, is Patricia from “Real Old Time 

‘Ting”. She decides to destroy the house of her father to build a new, better one. The house is an 

obvious allegory of Jamaica. Papa built it with his hands, raised his children there and it bears 

the history of the family. The narrator, a random villager, describes the house: “it did need a little 

fixing here and there” (Senior, 2008:54). That is to say, some changes should be done in Jamaica 

but it shouldn’t be rebuilt according to the Western standards that Patricia appreciates. It is 

amazing how Senior sometimes plays with the reader using the allegories that can be met in 

different short stories. Thus the villager goes on: “the one eye Doris [...] have a look after him 

and she so busy dropping pickney year after year that what she know bout keeping house could 

write on postage stamp” (ibid.:54). “One eyed” is an epithet used for the Christian God in 

“Country of One Eye God”5, the concept brought from the West. One eye Doris represents the 

patron of Jamaica, Great Britain that “is busy with” many countries left after the colonial regime 

to “supervise” (its “pickneys”). “But nothing really wrong with the house” (ibid.), the narrator 

sums up. However, Patricia is ashamed of the house where she was born and grew up. She 

represents the “westernized” Jamaicans. She says: “The children shame to come here” (ibid.) 

which allegorically refers to the country’s emigrants that consider Jamaica inferior to the 

developed countries where they are exiled. 

Papa, Patricia’s father, represents the indigenous Jamaica, he is characterized as “a very 

tricky man” (Senior, 2008:55), where “tricky” hints at anansi. Indeed, Papa laughs at Patricia’s 

enthusiasm, and mocking is the anansi way (Deadrea, 2004:3). But “as the new house getting 

                                                 
5 More details can be found in analysis on p. 25-26, 30. 
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bigger and bigger Papa like he getting squeeze smaller and smaller” (Senior, 2008:63), thus as 

the alteration according to the Western standards goes on, the indigenous is seen less and less. 

The memories of the past are being erased along with the old house. Ironically (for the whole 

short story is ironic), Patricia who conducts the process, “decide say she finding her roots” 

(ibid.:59) by means of buying “real old time ‘tings”. She is “purchasing things more worthless 

than those she forced her father into getting rid of” (Allen, 2008:126). She speaks creole yet the 

objects she is hunting for are purely of the colonial British origin, such as “a coronation mug”, “a 

punch bowl” or “a bentwood rocker” (ibid.:61). Thus she eradicates the indigenous memories by 

replacing them with the colonial legacy. Moreover, obtaining “the roots”, she acts like a 

colonizer and very pragmatic as she gets into the houses of the villagers (like Victorian Great 

Britain entered other countries) and goes straight to business offering money for anything she 

likes there (ibid.:60). At the same time, the narrator unknowingly recognizes the community’s 

“equal lack of connection to (symbols of) the past” (O'Callaghan, 1988) as they are ready to get 

rid of “all the ol' bruck furniture they have around” and “go and trust plastic living room chair 

and aluminum dinette set down at Mr. V. Store"  (Senior, 2008:61). However, Patricia’s behavior 

is not as offensive as Ascot’s and Patteson suggests that “the gentle mixture of old and new, 

urban and rural, England and Jamaica” in the short story implies that such things “can and 

perhaps must coexist in the construction of a distinctive creole culture” (1993:18). 

There are plenty of examples how small things project cultural issues. Yet the main 

connection according to the projector principle is the following: 

 

Replacing the old  < the character’s shame < eradication of the past 
house with the new,  of the low class  for the sake of 
better one   background, care of  welfare according 
    the father against  to the Western standards 
    his will 
 

buying antique  < associating her roots < rejecting the Jamaican 
Victorian items   with the colonial,  indigenous culture 
    not indigenous   and memories 
 

To sum up the section, three patterns of denying the roots were portrayed with the projector 

principle. In “Country of One Eye God” it is a violent, desperate rejection of any values but 
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money. In “Ascot” it is a mimicry caused by ignorance, arrogance and the cultural identity 

deformed from within. In “Real Old Time ‘Ting” it is an unconscious rejection of the real 

indigenous culture towards a more tempting material culture and eradication of the roots out of 

shame. The characters have managed to create the self and construct their identity but their 

choices affect their relatives to different extent and signify neglect or the loss of the roots and 

memories which will inevitably lead to the loss of an independent and healthy cultural identity. 

 

3.2 Passivity: obedience, “fear and trembling” 

 

In this section, I will examine the three short stories: “Country of One Eye God” (this time, the 

choice of Ma Bell), “The Boy Who Loved Ice Cream” and “Love Orange”. The characters 

choose quite a passive position in the identity construction, relying on somebody or something 

else. Yet even the way they remain passive differs significantly.  

As it was written in the previous section, if Jacko relies on nobody and believes in 

nothing, Ma Bell is a devoted Christian. By becoming nothing but a true believer, she deprives 

her identity of the personal power, seeing only God’s will. She loses her true identity. In the 

Book of Mark, it is said: “It is better for you to enter the kingdom of God with one eye than with 

two eyes to be thrown into hell” (Mark 9:47). And Ma Bell becomes one eyed, literally as she is 

blind in one eye and figuratively as she prefers not to notice that her children were not saved 

from misfortunes by God. Thus like the one-eyed God who symbolizes “limited vision” (Allen, 

2008:124), Ma Bell prefers to limit hers and not to notice that her children abandoned her and 

seem to be abandoned by God. Lalla remarks that Ma Bell is isolated from her family as her 

children do not often remember her (1996). It may signify the isolation from the roots in her 

‘one-eyed’, one-sided, Christian attitude to life. Ma Bell’s loss of self results in passivity. When 

she knows that Jacko, a violent criminal runs away from prison, she does not try to protect 

herself, to hide or call the police but relies on God. 

The ending of the confrontation between Ma B and Jacko is wide open: “Ma Bell prayed 

and prayed as the boy carefully lifted the gun” (Senior, 2008:25). The reader is left without the 

answer how the confrontation will end, though the most probable guess is that Jacko will kill his 

Granma and therefore will prove that God is one-eyed and Jamaica cannot rely on the Western 

legacy for obtaining a healthy, self-standing cultural identity. Whereas Jacko failed in shaping a 
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healthy identity by denying his roots, Ma Bell’s tragedy is “largely the result of a false value 

system inculcated by traditional religion” (O'Callaghan, 1988). 

As in “Summer Lightning”, the final scene of the story is the moment to make a choice. 

Instead, Ma Bell thinks: “O please God don’t let what him saying about you be true. That you is 

a one eye God” (ibid.) and thus misses the point to reconsider her previous world view, to reject 

it and act. Once it can also be too late to reconsider a passive position for Jamaica, too, if the 

next generation, as Jacko, will be left without any feeling of the cultural identity. Thus Ma Bell’s 

situation can be summarized schematically the following way: 

 

blindness on   <  blind reliance on < wrong orientation on the  
one eye   the Christian God,  Western values, loss of 
   loss of her own will  indigenous, disorientation, 
       helplessness 

  

The protagonist of the short story “The Boy Who Loved Ice Cream”, Benjy, is probably the 

youngest in Summer Lightning. He makes a deliberate choice to be obedient to his parents, and 

thus passive. He does it in order to receive an ice cream, so thoroughly described by his sister. 

Ice-cream is ephemeral. Nobody can bring it to the boy for it will melt down on the way, 

he has to get and experience it himself. At the same time, ice cream is a product initially brought 

from the West. It can symbolize a European Christian Heaven, or welfare, or American dream, in 

any case – it is a reward that will only be understood when received. The boy, having never tried 

it before, associates it with his mother’s lap, “as warm and beautiful” (Senior, 2008:86). The real 

ice-cream, on the contrary, is cold.  This mistake of the boy’s imagination is a hint at the 

misleading expectations laid on the West. 

Ice cream for Benjy is a promise of something beautiful, “the one bright constant in a 

world full of changeable adults” (Senior, 2008:86), the only thing that makes sense. He is 

represented in the short story only through his wish to receive ice cream, his personality is 

unseen. It is eradicated from the story by his longing for ice cream. 

Thus the boy becomes obedient and dependent on the parents as they decide if to buy the 

ice cream and therefore represent a dominating power. Benjy’s parents are contraries of each 

other and “represent two competing ideological positions borne out of Jamaica demographics” 

(Allen, 2008:130). The mother is very sociable; she likes to meet new people, goes to church and 
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would like to travel. The father is “heavy muscled” (Senior, 2008:89), grim and “firmly wedded 

to the soil” (ibid.:88). The mother is an embodiment of internationalism, openness to liberal 

reforms or any changes: “she was always for Progress” (ibid.:88). However, she would leave the 

land at any possibility in search for adventure and could probably forget her land. The father 

represents a conservative nationalism, fear of any changes and contacts with the outer world; it is 

a possible lack of education that makes him avoid any contacts (“people knew something he 

didn’t know” (ibid.:88)) or awareness of some social codes that would cause derision (the feeling 

that people were “laughing at him behind his back”(ibid.)). The boy is indirectly rejected by his 

father as bearing no resemblance to him. It shows a pathological rejection of the Other, of 

difference, and such an attitude is also criticized by the author. 

At the end, Benjy’s choice of relying on his parents to get ice-cream brings no anticipated 

reward. One year of expectations passes in vain as the boy is ill and gets a piece of pie from the 

market “to compensate” the ice-cream (ibid.:87). Another year is spent in vain, too, because the 

father’s angry movement makes the boy drop the precious gift. The message is that “flagging 

hope” (Allen, 2008:130) for the reward from the West are possibly a misleading way for 

Jamaica. Firstly, it can deceive the hopes and give less than promised, like a piece of cake as 

compensation. Secondly, Jamaicans may be not ready for it, may reject it and be left with no 

hope or aim whatsoever, as it was the conservative, “nationalistic” father who made the boy drop 

the ice-cream. None of Benjy’s parents buy him ice-cream; it might be a hint that Jamaica must 

find a new way “to succeed as a nation” (Allen, 2008:131). The boy is left disorientated, 

understanding nothing. Thus, his strategy reflects the following possible prospect for the 

construction of the cultural identity: 

 

Boy’s wish of < concentrating, relying     < reliance on the Western  
getting ice-cream  on ephemeral, unknown promise of happiness;   

    Something that brings  it is unknown 
   happiness and can be  for sure what it is exactly; 
   bought by patronizing  erasure of the self to get it 
   adults; 

 

The last short story examined in this section is “Love Orange”. A young adolescent girl tries to 

protect her identity against the object of her fears, the doll that at first she wanted to have: “For 

years I had dreamed of exchanging homemade dolls with button eyes and ink faces for a plaster 
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doll with blue eyes” (Senior, 2008:12). This doll is white and blue-eyed, which is the Caucasian, 

Western type of appearance, whereas “homemade” stands for the indigenous values. It is 

remarkable that the girl would not like to receive the doll but to exchange for the homemade 

dolls; this choice of words signifies that the white doll would not coexist but would replace the 

values owned before. However, the doll is broken as it misses one eye and a part of a finger. 

When the girl sees it, she feels revolt and fear. The doll has already become a part of the girl in 

her dreams and seeing it broken is like seeing herself with a broken identity, as feeling fractured 

and even dead, for this is the story “about deaths, real and spiritual” (Nichols, 1988:996). This 

experience caused a chain of fears: “In dreams I would lie with my face broken like the doll’s in 

the [...] shoebox coffin” (ibid.:11) “as if I too were half a person” (ibid.:12). 

The girl’s identity is severely disturbed, once she tries to experience “the worlds outside” 

and to enjoy “the rim of the far mountains” that “beckons” (Senior, 2008:11). It is her symbolic 

attempt to find peace with reality. However she fails at the end, as the China-blue color of the 

sky reminds her of the doll’s eye. The beautiful paradoxically becomes ugly and frightening. It 

reflects the idea that Western spiritual concepts, however inspiring they might be, will not suit 

everybody. Heaven is the divine home of God; it is also the domain of the one eyed doll6. 

The only protection from the doll is an imagined love orange that the girl owns: “love, I 

thought, was like an orange, a fixed and sharply defined amount” (Senior, 2008:11). As an 

opposition to the broken white plastic doll, the orange is bright, perfectly round and is a product 

of nature, not a factory. It is something that Jamaica would need to oppose to the “one eye” doll. 

However, the girl gradually begins to feel that her orange will not save her from the doll, 

because later several deaths happen “that seemed to tie all the strands of my life together and 

which bore some oblique relationship to both the orange and the doll” (Senior, 2008:13). At first 

her neighbor dies, but the girl does not pay much attention to it: “[I]t meant nothing to me. I 

could think then only of my death which I saw nightly in dreams” (ibid.). Then the girl’s friend 

dies and his ashes are buried in the box which reminds the girl of the shoebox where the doll lies. 

The third death is the most striking as the girl’s grandmother dies. Before she did, the girl made 

the most sacred act in her entire life, she offered her whole love orange to her grandmother. 

However, it does not help and the girl realizes the impotency of her love against death, she learns 

                                                 
6 The symbolism of “One eye” is discussed above on the example of “Country of the One Eye God”, analysis on p. 
25-26, 30 
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that “death and pain cannot be wished away” (Donnell, 1999:121). At the end, she hits her finger 

with the car door, symbolically becoming like the broken doll. It signifies that she failed. 

Of course, the girl does not look passive. She imagines the orange to fight the fear against 

the doll, she buries the doll under the alamanda tree (Senior, 2008:12), uses her own phrase as a 

talisman: “our worlds wait outside” (ibid.:11). However, as Allen notices, the epithet from the 

Bible at the beginning of the short story can clarify a lot (2008:123): “Work out your own 

salvation with fear and trembling” (Philippians, 2:12). The girl is one of the characters whose 

“’fear and trembling’ approach to life bring them loneliness, disillusionment, and death” (Allen, 

2008:123). With “fear and trembling” the girl tries to find peace with the outer world, reading 

her prey, though not Christian,  lying under the bed – to be safe, thus to reach “salvation”. 

However, this way appears to be Christian, and it fails the girl, like it fails Ma Bell in “Country 

of One Eye God”. In this story, the case is not a direct passivity, but the “fear and trembling”, 

hiding from the problem behind the spells and rituals. When the grandmother dies, i.e. the girl’s 

“summer lightning” happens, she fails and becomes, indeed, “half a person”, loses her belief, the 

love-orange (Senior, 2008:12). Thus the story “warns of hesitation and, therefore, loss” (Allen, 

2008:123) in shaping the cultural identity of Jamaica. 

 

A white plastic doll    < the girl’s fear of < “one eyed”, double standards 
missing a finger   death of the self,  of the society of the Western  
and an eye   broken narrative  pattern, affectation of its 
        imposition in Jamaica 
 
“by fear and trembling”,  < the girl, being afraid < the adoration or fear of  

the girl loses the belief  of death, loses the  the Western influence in  
in her orange,   belief in the power  Jamaica may result in the loss 
hits the finger   of her love, feels  of what is worth believing 
with the door   fractured, like a doll  in (“love orange”) 

 

To sum up what has been examined in this section, one can easily notice that all the described 

characters have failed with their choices. The denying of the roots leads to the construction of the 

identity that is negative for the culture, results in erasing the memories, whereas the passivity, 

obedience, “fear and trembling” would lead to the erasure of the identity as such. Without the ice 

cream, there is no story of Benjy, of “the boy who loved ice cream”; by fear and trembling, the 
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girl from “Love Orange” loses her sacred orange and becomes symbolically dead, turns into the 

broken white doll; Ma Bell is so used to her passivity that she is unable to act and faces a threat 

of being murdered by her grandson. 

 

3.3 Rejecting the imposition 

 

Here I will discuss the characters who found the strength to reject the influence of society and 

the social institutions, let it be the church, the school or even the family, when it threatened their 

identity and independency. They are the girl from “Confirmation Day”, Laura from “Bright 

Thursdays”, Lenora from “Ballad” and Beccka from “Do Angels Wear Brassieres?” 

In “Confirmation Day”, the girl sees the preposterous, inappropriate details around her on 

her confirmation day. It rains; she has to wear white guipure that she hates (Senior, 2008:80); she 

hears the squeaking of the shoes the boys are wearing, smells bats’ droppings (ibid.:81). Her 

distractedness and critical eye on everything betrays her mistrust towards the confirmation. As 

Donnell puts it, the girl makes “different meanings from a ritual in which the self is traditionally 

humbled in an act f consensual sacrifice” (Donnell, 2008:123).  

It is remarkable what makes the protagonist see the spiritual falsity of the event that is 

about to happen. She notices the lights on the surface of the pool and when she looks up she sees 

that the source of the light is artificial. It is a billboard. Donnell suggests that the billboard is “a 

sign of [...] powerful and potentially consuming dogma of capitalism” (2008:123), a sign of 

materialism. The girl understands that instead of seeing the light of God she is about to be 

deceived, the spirituality of confirmation will be transformed into a negative experience: “the 

Confirmation will transform me too, utterly. And the smell of the church will be transformed into 

the smell of the bats in the nave of the church, into a world of fonts and gravestones” (Senior, 

2008:80). Even the urn that is called “front” but is situated at the back signifies the deceit. It does 

not seem to be a way of salvation. 

Interestingly, in the billboard one letter is missing: “En oy Appleton [sic]”. It is a 

significant absence that makes the positive word “enjoy” deformed, partly recognizable, and 

deprived of the positive connotation. It is a letter “J” that stands for Jamaica that is missing. It 

represents the absence of something as vital as the letter “J” for a Jamaican when defining her 

belonging to her people. This anxiety due to a lack is very important. The girl’s mother is absent 
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at the ceremony. The mother is a central, “almost sacred” (O'Callaghan, 1988), image in Afro-

Caribbean tradition, a symbol of home (Stitt, 2007:54). If she is absent on the confirmation day, an 

important event for every Christian believer, it is a negative sign. Confirmation is imposed on the 

girl by her grandmother and her aunt. Remarkably, it is mentioned that the grandmother always 

sings out of tune in church whereas the aunt, a meek and weak-willed woman, does not sing at 

all watching the hills from the window (Senior, 2008:80). They both are types that can be met in 

the Jamaican society. The grandmother represents those who accepted Christianity and the 

Western order by their will, but there is still falseness in their interpretation (singing out of tune). 

The aunt represents those who just gave up to the religion following after the majority (no 

singing, silent presence). 

Long before the confirmation day the mother said to the girl that there is no God in any 

other church than beyond the walls. They were sitting on the bank of the river where children 

were being baptized. The girl was in her “white shift not guipure but cotton” (Senior, 2008:83). 

She felt more natural then. The simple cotton contrasts with the more expensive, elaborate but 

less comfortable guipure she is wearing on her confirmation day within the walls. Yet then, on 

the bank of the river, the girl was also afraid of “being obliterated by His [God’s] greatness” 

(ibid.:83, italics mine), thus of her real self being erased. When she looked in the river, she saw 

“the mud and the reeds” at the bottom, not the cleanness of the water that she was expected to 

see and decided to run away and avoid being baptized. 

Thus the girl encounters the baptism and the confirmation, on the bank of the river and 

within the church walls. And twice she subconsciously rejects the religion being afraid of God’s 

might that would “obliterate” her. In both cases she sees the falsity through the water. However, 

in the first case she is outdoors, beyond the walls, she is free, in the nature, with her mother. In 

the second case, she is within the walls, anxious, supervised by her grandmother and the meek, 

indifferent aunt. These two settings represent the two main Jamaican Christian confessions7. The 

first one is of a Western pattern that is represented by the church within the walls and by the 

grandmother who decided to baptize the girl against her will. This church is very 

institutionalized, “just as my grandmother’s life – the big house, the fixed mealtimes, the daily 

ritual and the necessity of Confirmation [...]” (Senior, 2008:83) – fixed mealtimes and necessity 

of Confirmation underline the tendency to control, order and imposition. All these features seem 

                                                 
7 For a detailed description please see “The historical and cultural context of postcolonial Jamaica”, p. 2-3. 
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to characterize colonialism. The other one reminds of the Native Baptism church. However, the 

author leaves the reader with a thought that both ways are still not dear to the character and are 

not homely to Jamaica. They both represent a threat of obliteration of the Jamaican indigenous 

identity that is its African heritage by their “greatness” and dominance. 

In “Confirmation Day”, the projector principle can be applied best towards the concepts 

which the girl rejects: 

 

1. Confirmation 

Smell of the aged  < the protagonist is 
tombstones   afraid of God; 

bats’, boots’ squeaking  associations with death  the Christian ethics,  

        < the Western values 
Singing out of tune < the protagonist feels falsity,  are not a remedy for 
Blinking billboard  does not believe in Confirmation Jamaica 
    as the way of salvation;  

rejects to shape the identity     
 by accepting Christianity 

 

2. Baptism on the bank of the river 
 

presence of mother < calmness, freedom   even adapted, 
white cotton   of the protagonist   the Christian church 
beyond the walls         is still the Western 
in the nature       <  institution; 
         Jamaica should not 
reeds and mud  < sudden fear,    construct its 
beyond water   rejection of the baptism  identity according to it 
    as something false 

 

At the end the protagonist girl “declares her independence from a patriarchal God” (Patteson, 

1993:20). She claims: “not the reeds in the river nor the wine nor the blood of Christ nor the 

Book of Common Prayer can conquer me” (Senior, 2008:84) expressing a decision to go her own 

spiritual way, to preserve the independency of her identity. 
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In “Ballad”, the protagonist schoolgirl Lenora goes against the three controlling 

institutions: the church, the family and the school, when her only real friend Miss Rilla dies. The 

teacher forbids Lenora to write the ballad about Miss Rilla and the girl chooses to tell her ballad 

instead. Thus, being refused in the written Western genre, she turns to the indigenous oral 

tradition of story-telling, with many voices in it as she quotes other villagers. She tries to study 

well and does listen to her teachers, thus she accepts the positive Western values, the education. 

Yet when she is refused to express her viewpoint by the “guardians of polite society” (Patteson, 

1993:21), and feels the pressure, she finds the power to withstand. 

Lenora believes in the Christian God and the Christian Heaven, but rejects the Christian 

village society who is willing to see the punishment for every sin more than the absence of sins – 

“they would stone her [Miss Rilla] to death because that is what they do in the Bible to people 

like that” (Senior, 2008:115). Lenora withstands against all the  “backbiting” about Miss Rilla, 

she finds the place for her in Heaven, imagining how Saint Peter meets Miss Rilla in her red 

dress “to brighten up Heaven even though everybody suppose to wear white” (ibid:114). 

Lenora’s family, like other “good Christian” families, go to church and quote the Bible. 

They show off with their faith, using it as a weapon: “MeMa never speak to him [Pa] for  one 

whole month and every time she hear him coughing she start sing one of her church hymn and 

smile a little smile” (Senior, 2008:121). One can feel the triumph of revenge in her “little smile” 

and singing the prey. Within the families there are fights, swearing and sometimes lack of love, 

as in Lenora’s family. Paradoxically, Lenora could find her best friend and mother in Miss Rilla 

who the society considers sinful. The villagers claim Miss Rilla will “perish in everlasting hell 

fire” (ibid.:114). Once Lenora describes Miss Rilla’s eyes as “shiny like ackee8 seed” and “like 

picture [...] of Mary Jesus mother” (ibid.:113). The first description is very authentic and would 

be unperceivable in the Western context and the second one is purely Christian and refers to the 

Holy Mother. 

The image of a mother is central in the Afro-Caribbean culture (Stitt, 2007:54) and if the 

maternal warmth is a quality that the author granted to a woman despised by the Christians, it 

can be understood as another sign that the Christian ethics is not a solution for the Jamaican 

people. Miss Rilla is an incarnation of the West African heritage of the Afro-Caribbean culture. 

As Thieme writes, “Miss Rilla can be seen to embody the vibrancy of the oral, folk culture and a 

                                                 
8 Ackee – a fruit imported to Jamaica from West Africa (Oxford Dictionary) 
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joy in life” (1994), she represents kindness, home, security, and freedom. It is enough to compare 

the two answers on why Miss Rilla has no babies. Miss Rilla explains that God decides that 

“there is too much suffering children in the world already” whereas MeMa says that “if woman 

don’t have children she no better than mule because God curse is on her” (Senior, 2008:113). 

Therefore Miss Rilla’s answer is related to God’s mercy whereas MeMa’s – to God’s 

punishment. 

MeMa and Miss Rilla are the two binaries between whom Lenora is positioned, “the 

supposedly opposed worlds of the island's middle-class and folk cultures” (Thieme, 1994). 

MeMa, though it means “my Mother”, sounds like the reversed syllables of “Mommy”. It 

signifies that she can’t be a real mother to Lenora. 

MeMa represents the old colonial way of life, the strict Victorian Christianity and even 

the racism as “Mema sentences Lenora to a life of servitude based upon appearance” 

(Thompson-Deloatch, 2000). MeMa claims that her “rightful” children with “good coloration” 

(Senior, 2008:111) “all go to town to get good job in store” (ibid.:110) and she prepares a darker, 

though smarter, Lenora for the life of a village worker to ”forget the books” (ibid.:111) and to 

care after MeMa and Lenora’s father. The school represents the Western postcolonial politics to 

educate the African Jamaicans. The teacher and the teacher’s wife promise Lenora academic 

success and the girl dwells upon that: “I could go to high school and speak good and wear pretty 

dress and high heel shoes [...] I could get me hair straighten” (ibid.). The girl tries to choose her 

way, to listen to MeMa or to the teacher, thus to follow the conservative colonial way of life or a 

modern Westernized. However, both choices still exist within the postcolonial system, this 

binary does not accept the existence of a third way for Lenora, the way that, Senior believes, 

must be found to get out of the vicious circle, that is to be poor and “Jamaican” or to be 

successful and “Western”. 

Miss Rilla’s death becomes the starting point for Lenora’s finding herself regardless the 

impositions of the strict village society or the school. According to Patteson, Miss Rilla is a “a 

positive and necessary force in the life of the narrator, a girl named Lenora” (1993:21). Lenora 

rejects to understand herself as a part of the Christian village society, even of her family, even 

the school, if they deny such good people as Miss Rilla the right to be in the Christian Heaven; 

“by the time she comes to the end of her journey of self-discovery, she is able to reject any belief 

system 
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that excludes the only real mother she has ever had” (ibid.:22). She claims: “I don’t believe that 

at all. [...] I dont care if I don’t turn teacher with press hair [...]. I believe it better to be someone 

that can laugh and make other people laugh [...]” (Senior, 2008:134). Thus through the 

“deliberate differentiation” with the villagers and the association of herself with Miss Rilla at the 

end (Bushin et al., 2008:77), Lenora shapes her independent identity. 

There are many images of the symbolic meaning in the short story and many concepts 

could be represented with the scheme as portrayed according to the projector principle, yet I will 

only show the main idea of how Lenora rejects the imposition and embraces the indigenous: 

 

Retelling the ballad < rejecting the school’s < rejection of the postcolonial 
when forbidden to write  dominance   Western patronage 
 

Imagining Miss Rilla in < rejecting the position < Rejection of the hypocritical 
Heaven in her red dress  of the Christian villagers colonial heritage 
 

Describing Miss Rilla as < accepting Miss Rilla < Embracing the indigenous 
“Mary the Jesus mother”  as a mother, the closest African as a source of 
and her eyes as   person to the girl  homely warmth  
“ackee seeds”       and happiness 

 

The protagonist Laura from “Bright Thursday” behaves passively and could have been discussed 

in section 3.2. However, she rejects the imposition of the society at the last moment of the short 

story that appears to be “about the attempt to claim a space for oneself” (Thieme, 1994). 

Laura is the child of an undereducated village single mother and a man “of high estate” 

(Senior, 2008:38) who would prefer not to remember his “affair”. Thompson-Deloatch remarks 

that Laura’s father, “[l]ike colonial masters, [...] could escape from the consequences of his 

actions by going to another country, another place but leave behind children of fate, [...], 

everlastingly perplexed by their uncertain place and space in life” (2000). Laura represents such 

a “child of fate”. Her straight hair and straight nose as the Caucasian (and therefore noble) 

features cause her mother to “groom” the daughter “for a golden future” (ibid.:41) or, as 

O’Callaghan puts it, to “raise her daughter to admire, imitate and aspire to the ways of those "of 

high estate," at the cost of alienation from her own class and colour” (1988). As a result, Laura 

becomes “alienated from the others” (ibid.) as she always feels unsure if she does things right 
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and where she belongs. She also becomes silent which shows that the girl’s identity gets paler, 

less visible to her, whereas Laura’s mother understands such a silence as a sign of “quality”. 

When Laura moves to her father’s parents, she loses the understanding of who she is even more; 

she becomes more silent, speaking “in a low voice which could hardly be heard” (ibid.:43). 

Laura is in the state of in-betweenness (Bhabha, 1996:51-60). Two worlds – the one of 

her black mother and the other of her better-off, whiter grandparents – contrast dramatically in 

every detail. For example, the places where both houses are situated represent the social 

difference of the two classes. Laura’s mother lives between the mountains where just a patch of 

sky is seen – and where there is hardly a lot of sunlight. On the contrary, the grandparent’s house 

is situated on a hill “from where they could see for miles in all directions” (Senior, 2008:43). 

Mountains are quite a univocal symbol of the social hierarchy. On the “height” of the 

grandparents’ social position there are much more opportunities – literally “in all directions”. 

However, “the hills were so far away they were lost in blue” (Senior, 2008:45) and from the top 

of the hill Laura could not see the place where she came from and where her mother lives. 

Symbolically, from such a height the life of simpler people is not seen and their interests are not 

considered. Staying “on the hill” for Laura could mean a threat to lose the sight of her 

background and forget the roots (what happened, for instance, to Ascot). 

The girl is scared of the sight from the hill:  “she would feel a wave of dizziness as if the 

whole earth was moving away off course and leaving her standing there alone in emptiness” 

(Senior, 2008:46). What really scares her is the emptiness, the oblivion of who she is, the 

disorientation. She also speaks about the spacious rooms as “the empty echoing space” (ibid.:37) 

– empty, because there is nothing that fulfills or acknowledges her identity; echoing, because all 

the attempts to be actually absorbed by the surroundings are unsuccessful, Laura is thrust away 

from them, like an echo. Indeed, with Laura’s constant literal silence (metaphorically silencing 

herself), the girl has almost erased her identity, trying to fit her grandmother’s world, to listen to 

her mother and to impress her father. Laura feels “embarrassed and alienated” by her skin color, 

poor background and difficulties that she meets in the new surroundings (Patteson, 1993:20). “In 

the child Miss Christie [the grandmother] saw a lump of clay which held every promise of being 

molded into something satisfactory” (ibid.:44) and Laura, in her doubts and feelings of self-

unworthiness, has almost become the clay. 
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Laura is impressed by the photos on Miss Christie’s bureau: “her children and 

grandchildren all brown skinned with straight hair and confident smiles” (Senior, 2008:36), 

among them there is her father. When Laura’s mother ordered the photos of her daughter, she 

tried to reach the same gloss; she tried to fix the girl’s appearance as if she belonged to the 

higher class. The difference is that Laura does not smile on the photo and her eyes are serious 

and penetrating. Laura fails to fit the expectations. Later on, Laura tries to copy the self-

confident smiles from the photos in front of the mirror. The mirror stage is the first in the self-

identification process among infants (Hall, 2000:9). Like a little child, Laura tries to start from 

the very beginning, to alter her identity completely and fit the new surroundings. 

But the threat of surrender, of erasure, of turning into the clay in her grandmother’s hands 

or into a stale photo of the fixed identity suddenly ceases to exist. Laura has been drawn into a 

process of self-altering gradually, meeting the indirect approval of the grandparents. Before 

seeing Laura, they called her “Bertram’s mistake” (Senior, 2008:40), than she turned into 

“Bertram’s stray shot” (ibid.:44) and finally into “my little adopted” (ibid.:44). When the father 

comes, there is no final approval that would bust Laura’s attempts of the self-erasure and the re-

construction of the identity. He calls Laura “the bloody little bastard” and such a label causes a 

sudden reevaluation, reestimation of everything Laura managed to believe in. It is clear that “if 

Laura is to achieve any kind of self-affirmation, it will be through her own endeavours” (Thieme, 

1994), not through the desired acknowledgment by her father. Having heard the words of her 

father, Laura runs down the road and “by the time she got to the school gates she had made 

herself an orphan” (Senior, 2008:53). If the girl used to have many doubts before and 

experienced an identity crisis, now all her doubts have dissolved. She stops compromising and 

fitting. Proclaiming herself an orphan, Laura rejects both ways – of her mother and of her father; 

she refuses to be “the still photograph of an identity” her mother and her grandparents tried to fix 

her into (Beittel & Govi, 1996:394). Beittel and Covi claim that this way she refuses “the 

lingering colonial dichotomization between the national (represented by her poor single Black 

mother) and international (her American Caucasian father)” (ibid.). She is going to find her own, 

the third way. It is the “becoming as well as being” (Hall, 1990:393), a needed component of the 

identity construction. Thus Laura represents two models of behavior. At first, she silences her 

identity to fit in the new surroundings: 
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Being silent, < silencing her identity, < silencing her past and roots 
copying smiles  attempts to answer  following the imposed 
from the photos  the higher class standards standards 

 

Later, she refuses any imposition on her identity: 

Runs down < instead of being passive, < going her own way, 
the road, proclaims she acts; she refuses  rejection of the imposition 
herself an orphan  the influence   and anybody’s standards 
 

However, the most successful example of the identity construction through the rejection of any 

imposition is Beccka, the protagonist girl of “Do Angels Wear Brassieres?” Beccka is 

characterized by critics as “a more socially confident child-protagonist” (Thieme, 1994), “the 

most irreverent and knowing of Senior’s child protagonists” and “cheeky, inquisitive, intelligent 

and energetically resistant” (Donnell, 1999:123). 

Beccka is forced to go to church, behave well and read her prayers. At the beginning of 

the story, Beccka “stick out her tongue at the world, wink at God who she know right now in the 

shape of a big fat anansi in a corner of the roof, kiss her mother and get into bed” (Senior, 

2008:67, italics mine). This short extract characterizes Beccka’s usual behavior and, most 

importantly, she sees God in the shape of anansi9. Thus she “refashions God in her own image” 

(Thieme, 1994) that is far from traditional Christian understanding. Interestingly, in the 

Caribbean context anansi is more often represented like a trickster than like a “half creator-God” 

(Deandrea, 2004: 6) and the girl, Beccka, is an embodiment of anansi herself. 

Firstly, anansi is a taboo violator, he “profanes nearly every central belief” (ibid.:2-3). 

Indeed, Beccka spends many hours reading the Bible secretly. She could do it openly and 

deserve a praise of her aunt, but it’s not her aim. She reads carefully to “try and find flaw and 

question she can best them with” (Senior, 2008:67), thus “to counter the textual authority of the 

Bible and those who use its words to socialize and silence her” (Donnell, 1999:123). Beccka 

makes up the riddles that are the Jamaican oral genre. With her riddles, Beccka intrigues the 

Bishop, who agrees to drink tea at her aunt’s place to hear more from a clever, dashy child. With 

Beccka’s final question – “Do angels wear brassieres?” – the tea party results in a jumble and 

                                                 
9 West African mythology creature, semi-god, the spider trickster. More detailed information on anansi is in the 
section “The historical and cultural context of postcolonial Jamaica”,  p. 5 
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therefore in her victory. Allen sees a deep meaning in asking such questions as they challenge 

the archdeacon “to account for the disparity between faith and experience in post-colonial 

Jamaica” (2008:127).  

Secondly, the anansi causes laughter (Deadrea, 2004:2). Indeed, everybody enjoys 

Beccka’s little performances: “she not all bad you know. [...] when she ready to sing and dance 

and make up play and perform for us we laugh so till!” (Senior, 2008:70). Thieme also notices 

Beccka’s “capacity to function as a satirist of social hypocrisy” (1994). 

Thirdly, the anansi is a symbol of the slaves’ opposition. If the rival is stronger, anansi 

waits, develops his tactics “blow by blow”, relies on his “subtle cunning” (Senior, 2008:2, 4-5). 

Indeed, Beccka does not often lead a direct confrontation; when her aunt wants to send her to the 

school for girls, Beccka runs away. However, understanding that she needs money, she quietly 

returns back and decides to wait. And, while waiting, she decides to try her tricky questions on 

teachers and girls at school. Therefore, Beccka applies the sly anansi way to preserve her identity 

from the undesirable imposition from the outside. 

Fourthly, Beccka’s habit to do everything inside out bears a somehow ritual, deliberate 

character. When Beccka is thinking about what she wants to do in the future she names the three 

“wickedest things a woman can do”: enter the night club like a lady “on the arms of a handsome 

gentleman” (Senior, 2008:71), dancing and drinking. The figure three has always been sacred in 

the Christian tradition – and the three things Beccka mentions represent the feast, the celebration, 

the sexuality – the things Christianity has always tried to control or oppress. It is exactly the way 

of anansi – “ritualized rebellion”, along with questioning the accepted world order (Konrad in 

Deadrea, 2004:3). 

Fifthly, anansi is a trickster that mocks the reality and wins due to his cunning. And 

Beccka tricks the bishop, as her riddles cause laughing and erase the hierarchical distance 

between her, a black village female child, and the bishop, a whiter educated male adult. Thus any 

social inequality between them – generic, racial, class, age, education – is removed. 

Thus Beccka embraces the indigenous West African tradition, the anansi ways as a part 

of herself to reject the Western imposition, expressed by the Christianity and the social 

inequality in the short story. That could be a perfect unconscious return to the authentic, half 

forgotten African with the rejection of the Western, if Senior’s short stories would be that 

simple. Such an “opposite”, challenging model of behavior Beccka learnt from a glossy 
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magazine. The drink she dreams to have in the club is “the bright-color drink she see advertise in 

the magazine Cherry get from a [white] lady she use to work for in town” (Senior, 2008:71). 

Beccka’s behavior is partly influenced by the consumption values and the Western entertainment 

culture that could be misleading and dangerous for a young girl. What will become of her – a 

brilliant anansi woman with the indigenous Jamaican identity or a victim of temptations and the 

consumption? Will she trick the world or will she trick herself? Is there a way out of the Western 

influence at all? These are questions left open to contemplate about. However, as the short story 

is humorous and the narration bears a positive air, the author is likely to be confident in Beccka’s 

future and approves of her way. To sum up and exemplify, the idea of the story can be 

represented in the following way: 

 

Seeing God as anansi < the protagonist   < a sly and 
tricking the adults  constructs the indigenous  indigenous 
entertaining   identity tricking those who  Jamaican way 

bring obstacles to contradict 
         any imposition 
 

All in all, all the protagonists examined in this section manage to preserve their identity and 

reject the influence of society. Their concepts are slightly different, for example, Beccka’s sly 

way contrasts with the straightforward rebellion of Laura who runs away without turning. 

However, their choices seem to be more successful when compared with the strategies of other 

protagonists from sections 3.1 and 3.2. The strategies of the characters described in this section 

could be also united under the words of Patteson, as they are “the deconstruction of repressive 

cultural and psychological codes” (1993:20), which he considers “an essential prerequisite for 

the construction of an adult identity – whether for an individual or for a society as a whole 

(ibid.:20-21). 
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IV Discussion and Conclusion 

The main aim of the research was to examine and explain the projector principle that, I 

believe, characterizes the style of the book Summer Lightning and Other Stories, its functions 

and its most important patterns. The projector principle represents the idea that the little details 

and images in the book serve the big purpose. They reflect the emotional state of the characters, 

their thoughts. Most importantly, the details reflect the way the characters construct their identity 

by rejecting or accepting certain social concepts. At the same time, the construction of the 

characters’ identities spotlights the possible prospects for the Jamaican cultural identity. Thus 

there are three levels of meaning in the short stories. The first one is the factual description, for 

example, of the surroundings or the interior. The second one is the inner experiences of the 

characters and their choices. The third one is the cultural experience of Jamaica, real or 

hypothetical. Sometimes the projector principle exposes only the first and the second level, 

skipping the third one; sometimes, the second level is absent. There are many situations in the 

text where the projector principle could be used to explain how the meaning is conveyed, such as 

the imposition according to the gender roles or the class discrimination. I decided to focus on the 

issue that I consider the central theme of the book, the construction of the identity, personal or 

cultural, by the choices the characters make. 

The proof that the theme of choices for the construction of identity is central was found 

due to the analysis of the book title and the first short story of the book, “Summer Lightning”. 

The scene in the garden room, when the boy is captured and must make an immediate, desperate 

choice of one of the three doors is the key scene. A summer lightning is a silent sign of the 

storm. The flash of the summer lightning is the moment when the storm must be seen, 

recognized and the choice must be made. Like the boy in the first short story, the characters of 

other stories also face their moments of summer lightning. At these moments, they must decide 

what they believe in and who they are. All the characters make different choices and therefore 

may face different consequences. 

The worst situation is faced by the boy in “Summer Lightning” who is about to be abused 

and by Ma Bell in “Country of the One Eye God” who is about to be shot by her grandson. The 

boy once lingered to choose the right door and that is why he has to do it when it is almost too 

late. Ma Bell relied on the God too much and thus lost her ability to act independently. Both the 
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lingering and the passivity are considered negative by the author, which is shown in a subtle, 

implicit way. The best possible outcome for the character is represented in the short story “Do 

Angels Wear Brassieres?” O’Callaghan seems to have made the same conclusions. She agrees 

that Beccka’s behavior is the most efficient, successful. On the contrary, Ma Bell suffers from 

her value system. O’Callahan writes: “Only Bekkah, in "Do Angels Wear Brassieres," has the 

inner resources to challenge the stultifying restrictions imposed by authority on the girl-child; 

Ma Bell, in "Country of the One Eye God," representing the final phase of life, emerges as a 

victim whose complicity in her oppression is largely the result of a false value system inculcated 

by traditional religion” (1988). Beccka chooses to reject the imposition of society but, unlike 

other characters that also reject the dominance of society, she doesn’t choose a direct 

contradiction. She chooses the slight anansi strategy, the ironic mocking and waiting till she is 

strong and independent enough to confront the society openly. This smart, purely indigenous 

way is approved by the author. It is remarkable that Beccka is the only protagonist who actually 

doesn’t meet her “summer lightning moment”. Her strategy is so smooth that she simply avoids 

it. Once Beccka is looking through “the three-way adjustable mirror” (Senior, 2008:71) thinking 

about what she will do in her future. It echoes with the boy’s choice making in front of the three 

doors. Thus the difference between these two characters and their strategies is underlined 

dramatically. They both have to choose their future, but smart Beccka has time to dwell on the 

far future whereas the lingering boy must decide immediately on the nearest future. This 

opposition becomes visible due to the quantity of the doors in the room and the “doors” of the 

mirror. Thus the two ideas, the one of the construction of the identity, personal and (implicitly) 

cultural and the other of the choices to be made at the moment of the summer lightning (real or 

symbolical) unite the short stories as the main theme. 

The connection between the construction of the personal and the cultural identity is 

underlined by the age of most protagonists. Young adolescence is an important age for 

“establishing a fully integrated identity”, “a healthy personality” (Bukatko & Daehler, 

1995:453). Jamaica is a relatively young country that has begun an active construction of cultural 

identity in the 20th century (Hall, 2001:289). Thus the main metaphor of the book, along with the 

meaning of the summer lightning, is the young nation of Jamaica represented by the young 

adolescent protagonists. Therefore the young characters’ choices for the construction of their 
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identities project the possible strategies for the construction of the Jamaican cultural identity. The 

main pattern of the projector principle is the one introduced in the aim of the research: 

detail/image < personal identity < cultural identity 

 

However, the exposition of the central metaphor, the connection between the personal and the 

cultural identities, is not the only important function of the projector principle. Another 

significant function is to reflect the author’s evaluation of the concepts chosen by the characters 

and the important questions concerning the Jamaican identity. For instance, the images of the one 

eye god in “Country of the One Eye God” or the broken white plastic doll in “Love Orange” 

evaluate the Western standards applied in Jamaica as wrong, deformed, not evenly just for all the 

classes by the author. By showing the consequences of the character’s choices, the author hints at 

the consequences for the Jamaican cultural identity. 

Thus the main functions of the projector principle are the following. Firstly, as it was 

discussed before, the projector principle shows the similarity of the Jamaican cultural identity 

with the identity of a young adolescent and helps to draw parallels and dwell on the issue of the 

Jamaican cultural identity when reading about the characters’ choices. The second function 

follows from the first one, that is to spotlight the cultural issues through the personal experiences 

and constructions of the identity. Thirdly, the projector principle helps to convey the author’s 

messages in an implicit way. 

It is also important to show the most important patterns of the projector principle that 

help to fulfill the functions listed above. For example, the most obvious pattern is the adult 

characters as the oppressive influence and dominance. Sometimes they represent the political 

regime in a broad sense, such as the Victorian Christianity (MeMa in “The Ballad”) or 

colonialism (the boy’s aunt in “Summer Lightning”). Sometimes they embody the social 

institutions. For instance, as Patteson claims, “[i]n "Ballad," the conventional, restrictive values 

of the community are transmitted through two institutions of largely European origin: the 

schoolroom [Teacher] and the church [MeMa]” (1993:22). 

The adult characters can also be the embodiment of the indigenous Jamaican culture, for 

example, Miss Rilla with her motherly care, baked bread and her “ackee seeds” eyes. At the 
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same time, the children characters are portrayed as the embodiment of Jamaica in its search of 

identity. 

There are, of course, many more patterns, such as the representation of the social status 

through the landscape or the portrayal of the culture and customs through the houses’ interiors 

and the dinner rituals and they represent a rich material for further research of Senior’s fiction, 

not only Summer Lightning and Other Stories. But the patterns listed above have been examined 

in chapters Two and Three and proved to be most important for implementing the main functions 

of the projector principle. The projector principle has proved to be a useful tool for the 

exposition of the Jamaican cultural identity prospects. Having investigated the book Summer 

Lightning and Other Stories by applying the projector principle, it is easy to agree with Pollard 

who claims that “Olive Senior is a talent not to be taken lightly. Few writers are able to combine 

social comment with such a deep understanding of human nature and such a linguistic facility” 

(1988:545).  
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Appendix. 
Summaries of Summer Lightning and Other Stories 

 

Summer Lightning 

The boy, the nameless main character of the short story, is sent to live with his better-off aunt 

and uncle. He feels abandoned and his favorite occupation is playing in the garden room that has 

the three doors out. The people who amuse the boy most are Bro. Justice, a kind asocial 

Rastafarian, and the old man who sometimes arrives to heal his nerves and stays in the Garden 

room. 

Bro. Justice suspects the man in sodomy as once the man gave a “wrong” attention to 

Bro. Justice when the Rastafarian was small; but the aunt of the boy doesn’t listen to the 

arguments of confused Bro., so he decides to keep an eye on the room, hoping that God will give 

him a sign if the boy is in danger. When the man finally decides to abuse the boy, the main 

character has to decide to which door he will turn the elephant, a talisman of luck, that is to say, 

from what direction he will search for help. 

The three doors bear a symbolical meaning of the possible solutions not merely for the 

boy but for the Jamaicans he represents. It is a story of choices in the face of a threat that are 

perhaps too late to make. Without a proper decision the identity, let it be of a little boy or of a 

young country striving for its independence, can be irretrievably fractured or even lost. 

The boy chooses the door to the garden, to Bro. Justice and therefore to the culture of 

Rastafari that Bro. Justice embodies, but will Bro. Justice see the sign and thus save the boy? The 

question is left unanswered. 

 

Love Orange 

The protagonist girl elaborates her own concepts of love and death. She defines love as an 

orange that can be saved or divided between dear people; it is limited, so one must be spare. 

Death is represented by the white plastic doll that the girl gets from the grandmother. The doll 

lacks an eye and a finger and therefore scares the girl. The girl has dreamt of the doll that would 

become an incarnation of her identity, thus when the girl sees it broken, she sees her own 

fractured identity instead. 
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With every one of the three deaths that soon follow the girl feels how the doll spiritually 

gets closer to her whereas the orange fails to help her. Consequently, the love-orange is impotent 

against her grandmother’s death. Before the grandmother dies, the girl offers her whole orange to 

the grandmother. The mother reproaches the girl for a lack of sensitivity and the girl is left 

misunderstood. The girl’s system of values fails her. The doll embodies the white colonizer’s 

dominance (the doll is white and blue-eyed) and represents a failure of the construction of the 

identity with orientation on the alien Western culture. The doll’s threat becomes bigger as the 

girl hits her finger with the door of the car, thus getting closer to the image of the doll without a 

finger. 

 

Country of the One Eye God 

Ma Bell is an elderly woman of a lower class and income whose children hardly remember her. 

She finds out that her grandson Jacko, a black sheep of the family, a thief and a murderer, runs 

away from prison. He enters the house of Ma Bell disrespectfully, turning her things upside 

down in search for booze and money. He is desperate and believes in nothing, whereas Ma Bell 

is a true Christian believer, who has an uneasy relationship with God. Her blind faith made her 

stay in the house and wait for the grandson but probably will not save her from his heartless 

cruelty. The story ends as Jacko points a gun at Ma B to take the money she saved for her 

funeral. 

They live in the country of the One Eyed God, he claims, meaning that God is alien to 

Ma Bell and is attentive only to the needs of the better-off people. While Ma B relies on the alien 

spiritual values, Jacko represents the rejection of the heritage, the family and thus the past of his 

nation. He is ready to rob it (in the face of his grandmother) to satisfy his selfish needs. Is this the 

future of Jamaica if the cultural identity is not restored, shaped and respected? The question lies 

open again. 

 

Ascot 

This is a short story about a lazy, difficult boy whose only privilege is his appearance, the 

straighter nose and the lighter skin. These qualities are enough to give him the affection of the 

village women. He leaves home to arrive once in a white car, in a white costume together with an 

educated wife from America. To impress her, Ascot denies his mother. He pretends that his 
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home is another one, with better-off inhabitants while his mother has to observe him bragging. 

Only the narrator and a few people realize that what he is doing is wrong. 

The issue of mimicry and an arrogant denial of the roots is portrayed in an ironic way to 

expose all its flaws and its preposterousness. 

 

Bright Thursdays 

This is the story of Laura, a girl whose father, being of a higher social status than her mother, 

abandoned her mother pregnant and left for another country under the pressure of his family. 

Laura’s mother, also having two sons, tries to persuade her daughter that she has the noble blood 

in her and is therefore special. She persuades the father’s parents to adopt Laura. 

The girl has a sense of inbetweenness after the rapid change in her class position. Her 

identity is being formed quite painfully. In her attempts to fit in and please the relatives, she 

almost erases her own identity, becoming what her grandmother and her mother want her to be. 

 When she hears the word “bastard” behind her back, uttered by her father, emotions rush 

to her mind and Laura proclaims herself an orphan, thus denying the ways imposed on her and 

determining to adopt an independent identity. Her denial bears a positive character, in contrast to 

Ascot’s, as she refuses to lose her own identity, to fit the society rules formed by the colonial 

legacy. 

 

Real Old Time T’ing 

The narration of “Real Old Time T’ing” represents the pattern of a traditional Jamaican story-

telling. An unknown villager shares that Patricia is a woman that is in hunt for antique items of 

the colonial time. She buys them from the locals to embrace her culture (as she claims), but at the 

same time she neglects her real heritage. She destroys the house her father built to replace it with 

a new and better one. Her rival is Miss Myrtella who once lived in Great Britain and now dresses 

up, drinks English tea and copies the British accent in her creole speech. Miss Myrtella refuses to 

sell her Victorian items to Patricia. As Miss Myrtella is going to marry Patricia’s father, the 

woman calms down as she will inherit everything from Miss Myrtella later. 

This is another ironic short story which gently mocks the mimicry and the chase for alien 

values instead of turning to the real ones. 
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Do Angels Wear Brassieres? 

Beccka is a girl from a family of pious Christians. She is smart and thinks very critically, which 

bothers her aunt, the head of the house. Beccka reads the Bible carefully only to find the “weak 

spots” or to startle others with her riddles, uneasy witty questions. Once the Arcdeacon, agrees to 

visit the house of Beccka’s aunt. The girl asks him many difficult questions with carefully 

prepared witty answers to them. One of her questions makes him most perplexed: do angels wear 

brassieres? 

Beccka is an incarnation of Anansi who turns the traditional order upside down, mocks it 

and removes the social differences and questions the customs. Her plans differ from what her 

relatives expect as she wants to entertain and be entertained. 

Beccka tries to run away from her house, but is stopped by Mr. O’Connor, on whose 

pasture she falls asleep. She listens to his piece of advice to linger with her running away till she 

is older and has enough money and thus Beccka implements another Ananse tactic, to wait for 

the right moment before rebelling. 

Mr. O’Connor’s response to her main question: “As far as I know, only the lady angels 

need to” (Senior, 2008:79). This is an answer she longs for in the world that can’t give her the 

proper response and the freedom of thought. Among all of the book’s characters, Beccka is the 

most daring, the smartest one. But will she be able to preserve her brilliant, independent identity 

or will she trick herself with the values of the consumption and the industry of entertainment? 

 

Confirmation Day 

An important Christian event is seen with the eyes of the main character, an adolescent girl: she 

is about to be confirmed. She notices the inappropriateness in many details, such as the arrogant 

illiterate driver of the bishop, the smell of bats’ droppings, the blinking lights of the broken 

billboards. She also asks a lot of questions that underline her suspicion that the confirmation will 

bring her no remedy but is a threat to her identity. 

The girl’s mother is missing at the ceremony as the only religion she considers real is 

beyond the walls; however, even the baptism on the bank of the river scares the girl as she sees 

the mud and the reeds at the bottom. 

At the end of the story the girl decides that the confirmation will not convert her and will 

not influence her personality. The story of her confirmation day awakes reflections on the place 
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of Christianity in the Jamaican society and the dissonance of the confession with the indigenous 

ways of life. 

 

The Boy Who Loved Ice Cream 

Benjy is a little boy whose father, jealous of his sociable and easy-going wife, suspects that 

Benjy is not his son. The boy’s sister describes to Benjy how wonderful the ice cream is and it 

becomes the greatest dream for the boy – to try the ice cream, which can only be bought once a 

year on the market day. 

Ice cream becomes more than a delicacy to Benjy, it acquires the qualities of a dream’s 

perfection, of the world’s beauty and harmony – “the one bright constant in a world full of 

changeable adults” (Senior, 2008:86). However, the boy finds it hard to receive. Once he gets ill 

and misses the market day; at the end of the story the boy gets the ice cream but drops it because 

of the father’s careless and rude movement. 

The ice-cream is an ephemeral happiness that is hard to imagine, as well as too obtain 

and keep. The boy’s expectations fails, will the Jamaican expectations of the Western welfare 

fail too? 

 

Ballad 

This is a story of another child, Leonora, who feels less loved than her half-sisters in the house of 

her stepmother. Her father’s wife, who didn’t want gossip and disgrace, took the child into the 

family. Leonora’s only friend is Miss Rilla who is considered a sinner and an outcast by the 

Christian villagers. When Miss Rilla dies, the teacher stops Leonora from writing a ballad about 

Miss Rilla. Thus she decides to tell her ballad instead. 

The story casts a critical look on the Christian ethics or, better to say, how it is 

understood and brought to life by the people. As in many stories of Senior, it is done through the 

eyes of a child who is stuck between the two worlds – the one in her house, “a good Christian 

home” with the beating, boasting and gossiping and the other one, of Miss Rilla’s cheerful 

laughing and her affectionate husband and her baked bread. 

Miss Rilla who embodies the African values, becomes a new mother for Leonora. Her 

life and death help Leonora look critically around and obtain her own understanding of the world 

and of her own self. 


